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Abstract
Weaver, Carmen Lindsey. EdD. The University of Memphis. August 2012. The
Impact of Professional Development on Teachers’ Concerns and Levels of Technology
Use. Major Professor: Clif Mims, PhD.
For teachers to successfully prepare students for the current job market and adhere
to current legislation, they must integrate technology into their curriculum. Preparing
teachers for this challenge is of great importance. However, the professional development
provided to teachers for this purpose is most often inadequate. The purpose of this
research was to study teachers’ perceptions of their readiness to implement new
technology with the curriculum. The views of teachers who had and who had not
participated in prescribed technology integration professional development were
examined. The research included a study of their concerns about the anticipated one-toone technology initiative at their school and how these concerns may have changed
through participation in the prescribed professional development. It also included a study
of their current technology use and their plans for change with the one-to-one initiative.
The study asked how professional development related to teachers’ concerns regarding
technology integration and what differences in technology use exist between teachers
who had and had not participated in the professional development.
This mixed methods study examined quantitative data collected through SEDL’s
Stages of Concern Questionnaire (SoCQ) and qualitative data through SEDL’s Levels of
Use (LoU) interview protocol. Through the analysis of data, differences in the two
groups’ responses on the SoCQ and LoU instruments were observed. Differences in the
data collected from the two groups through the SoCQ were not found to be statistically
significant; however, there were observable differences. The themes of use of technology
v
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tools, technology integration, and perceptions of readiness emerged through analysis of
data collected through the LoU. The findings of this study contribute to the existing body
of literature in two significant ways. First, the findings support the literature on 21st
century learning environments and the benefits and barriers of technology integration.
Second, the findings provide support for the characteristics of effective professional
development for technology integration. The implications of this research are important
to legislators, school administrators and technology coordinators, teacher educators, and
classroom teachers.
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Chapter 1 - Introduction
There is a call in the field of education to prepare students for the 21st century
(Kay, 2010; Partnership for 21st Century Skills, 2009; Race to the Top, 2009; Standards,
2011). This includes knowledge of 21st century skills as well as the ability to adapt to
and navigate a digital environment. Schools must take on the tremendous task of
preparing students for a rapidly changing future. There is a need for a guide for educators
as they make the transition from traditional schools to schools of the 21st century. Access
to technology will play a leading role in this transition. However, even with access to
ubiquitous computing, many schools still do not make a successful transformation.
Giving teachers and students access to the devices of this new environment is not enough.
Emphasis must also be placed on preparing teachers to effectively integrate technology
into this new learning environment (Cuban, 2001; Greaves, Hayes, Wilson, Gielniak, &
Peterson, 2010; Mouza, 2008; Schrum, 1999). The goal of this research was to examine
the concerns and the perceptions of a group of teachers relating to their preparation as
they attempt to make the transition to a school of the 21st century.
Statement of the Problem
The International Society for Technology in Education (ISTE) bases its National
Education Technology Standards for Teachers (NETS*T)(2008) on five pillars. These
pillars call for teachers to facilitate and inspire student learning and creativity, design and
develop digital-age learning experiences and assessments, model digital-age work and
learning, promote and model digital citizenship and responsibility, and engage in
professional growth and leadership. It is necessary for teachers to continually enhance
their knowledge and skills in order to prepare students for the 21st century and meet the
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guidelines set forth by ISTE. This includes keeping abreast of technological
transformations (Okojie & Olinzock, 2006) as legislation requires that technology be
incorporated in K-12 classrooms (Elementary and Secondary Education Act [ESEA],
2010; McGrail, 2005; No Child Left Behind [NCLB], 2003; Zhao, 2007). For teachers to
successfully prepare students for the current job market and adhere to current legislation,
educators must integrate technology into their curriculum. Preparing teachers for this
challenge is of great importance. Recent legislation requires a percentage of connected
funding be spent on teacher preparation (Achievement Through Technology And
Innovation [ATTAIN], 2011; Enhancing Education Through Technology [EETT], 2001;
Race to the Top, 2009). However, the professional development provided to teachers for
this purpose is most often inadequate (Cuban, 2001; Koehler & Mishra, 2009; Zhao,
2007). This research sought to give a voice to teachers as they prepare to integrate
technology into their classrooms.
Purpose and Research Questions
The purpose of this research was to study teachers’ perceptions of their readiness
to implement new technology into their curriculum. It investigated the views of
preparedness of teachers who had and who had not participated in a prescribed
technology integration training. It included a study of their concerns about the new oneto-one technology initiative and how these concerns may transform through participation
in professional development. This study was guided by two research questions:
1. Do differences in concerns expressed through the Stages of Concern questionnaire
and Levels of Use interview protocol exist between teachers who have and have not
participated in the technology integration training?
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2. Do differences in responses on the Levels of Use interview protocol exist between
teachers who have and have not participated in the technology integration training?
Site of Research
This study was conducted at a private, all-boys high school in a city with a major
metropolitan area population over 1 million inhabitants. We will refer to this school as St.
John’s. St. John’s has a college preparatory focus and serves 854 students in grades 9
through 12. The students have diverse social, cultural, and economic backgrounds. There
are 65 faculty members and 4.5 administrators. The student to teacher ratio is 12 to 1.
Teachers at St. John’s have been teaching for an average of 17 years and an average of
12.8 years at St. John’s.
In the fall of 2012, St. John’s will implement what they are terming a one-to-one
initiative. This technology initiative will create a situation in which every student and
teacher has 24/7 access to an individual portable computing device and ubiquitous
Internet access on campus. As part of the initiative, teachers will be expected to deliver
course content via a learning management system.
Limitations and Delimitations
This mixed methods study had several limitations. The qualitative piece reports
the perceptions of the participants. It is meant to convey the participants’ perceptions of
readiness to implement a one-to-one technology initiative. In keeping with the
assumptions of qualitative research, the findings are not meant to be generalized.
The participants in this study were all connected with the same high school. The
focus of this study is on participants’ perceptions of readiness to use one-to-one portable
computing devices for instruction. Other technologies and teaching strategies were not
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addressed in this study. This study meant to provide a snapshot of perceptions during the
planning phase of the one-to-one initiative. All data were collected in a 2-month time
frame to maintain that the perceptions reflected only this pre-implementation phase and
not the actual implementation of the initiative. The narrow time frame also allowed the
perceptions of teachers who have not participated in the prescribed professional
development activities to be included. This time frame extended from February through
March of 2012. Even with the narrow time frame for data collection, it is still possible
that those teachers who have not participated in the prescribed professional development
will have an opportunity to learn from their peers who have.
Significance of the Study
This study sought to understand the perceptions of members of a high school
faculty as it prepares for the implementation of a one-to-one environment. These
perceptions will help guide the planning of professional development and workshops for
school faculty and staff. Having an understanding of the teachers’ perceptions about oneto-one integration before the initiative is fully implemented will help schools identify
areas and concerns to address with teacher training, professional development, and
infrastructure changes. This research will inform the fields of K-12 school media and
technology, K-12 technology integration professional development, teacher education,
and educational technology.
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Definitions
One-to-one. For this study, one-to-one means that every student and teacher will
have 24/7 access to an individual, portable computing device and ubiquitous Internet
access while on campus.
Portable computing device. For this study, a portable computing device is
classified as a tablet, notebook, or handheld personal computer. PDAs, calculators,
handheld game consoles, media recording or displaying devices, personal navigation
devices, and communication devices such as mobile phones are not considered in this
study.
Professional development. Dictionary.com’s 21st Century Lexicon (n.d.) defines
professional development as the advancement of skills or expertise to succeed in a
particular profession, especially through continued education. For this study, the term
“particular profession” will be delimited to K-12 education. Dall’Alba and Sandberg
(2006) note that professional development happens both formally and informally. For the
purposes of this study, we will only include their description of formal professional
development. Professional development “may be organized in the form of structured
activities or courses with the purpose of enhancing professional skill, keeping a group of
professionals up-to-date, or supporting change in the organization” (p. 384). In this study,
the term training will be used interchangeably with professional development.
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Chapter 2 – Review of Literature
The review of literature for this study seeks to provide an overview of research
related to technology integration and change in K-12 schools, the current state of
technology integration in K-12 schools, and professional development for technology
integration. The examination for current literature was conducted by searching terms
including 21st century learning environment, K-12 technology integration, one-to-one,
ubiquitous computing, pedagogy and technology integration, teachers’ beliefs and
technology, and professional development and technology in databases including
Education Full Text, JSTOR, Wilson Omnifile, and ERIC. A resource librarian also
assisted in finding related articles. Google Scholar and Google Books were used to locate
additional resources and resources not held by the university library. Springer
Publishing’s website was also used to locate related articles. When relevant articles were
found, their reference list was mined for additional sources. The findings of this review
will be discussed in the following sections.
The 21st Century Learning Environment
There are certain competencies that a student must master to become successful in
the 21st century. Partnership for 21st Century Skills (2009) has grouped these
competencies into four overarching categories: core subjects and 21st century themes;
life and career skills; learning and innovation skills; and information, media, and
technology skills. To propel students toward achieving these competencies, it is
important to create an atmosphere that is conducive to acquiring these skill sets
(Kennedy, 2010). This atmosphere is referred to as a 21st century learning environment.
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The Partnership for 21st Century Skills (2009) states that 21st century learning
environments do the following:
• Create learning practices, human support and physical environments that will
support the teaching and learning of 21st century skill outcomes
• Support professional learning communities that enable educators to collaborate,
share best practices and integrate 21st century skills into classroom practice
• Enable students to learn in relevant, real world 21st century contexts (e.g.,
through project-based or other applied work)
• Allow equitable access to quality learning tools, technologies and resources
• Provide 21st century architectural and interior designs for group, team and
individual learning, and
• Support expanded community and international involvement in learning, both
face-to-face and online. (p. 5)
While this description is all encompassing, the scope of this literature survey
focuses on the physical aspect of the environment and the support for teaching and
learning this environment provides. In the following sections, a description of a
traditional learning environment is compared to the 21st century learning environment.
Traditional learning environment. When the term “traditional learning
environment” is used, it often evokes a mental picture of Industrial Age schools. This
picture may include row-aligned desks filled with passive students who listen and take
notes as the teacher disseminates information. Realistically, modern classrooms are a bit
more flexible in nature. Desks may be arranged for group interaction. Technological
devices such as an overhead projector and a set of desktop computers may be present.
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Often students can be found engaged in dialogue with each other and the teacher.
Collaborative and individual projects are more prevalent. However, despite these
practices, most students still rotate through their classes in a cohort determined by age.
They attend classes for a set timeframe and earn credit only after a specified seat time or
number of Carnegie units has been met (Partnership, 2009).
The traditional learning environment can also be described as it relates to teaching
and learning. Hannafin, Hannafin, Land, and Oliver (1997) briefly describe learning
systems as they relate to psychological, pedagogical, technological, cultural, and
pragmatic foundations. They posit that psychologically, classroom environments were
first founded in behaviorism and later in cognitivism. Pedagogically, direct instruction
calls for “explicit identification of learning outcomes, hierarchical structures and
objective-based activities, and assessment consistent with objectivist epistemology” (p.
104). The methods employed in traditional learning environments do not readily lend
themselves to the development of higher-order thinking skills. Astleitner (2002) asserts
that overall, it is indeed “very difficult to successfully implement critical thinking into
traditional classroom instruction” (pp. 55-56).
21st century learning environment. While the learning environment described
above may have worked well for the students of the Industrial Age, it does not benefit
today’s students who will need to be able to adapt throughout their professional careers
along with changing technology. Brown (2006) tells us that today’s learners, facing these
technological changes, will benefit more from the “demand-pull” approach, one in which
students learn more through enculturation and collateral learning (p. 23). This strategy
will be better supported the 21st century learning environment.
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“A new electronic learning environment is replacing the linear, text-bound
culture of conventional schools” (Cookson, 2009). The 21st century learning environment
is not confined by physical boundaries. Learning in this environment can take place any
time in any space, physical or virtual as the environment is built on support systems for
learning (Leh, Kouba, & Davis, 2005; Partnership, 2009).
Physical environment. It has been noted that a 21st century learning environment
is not necessarily a physical one; however, since most schools are contained in a physical
building it is important to address what the environment may look like in a brick-andmortar setting. Partnership for 21st Century Skills (2009) calls for these spaces to be
designed with flexibility in mind. This includes moveable furniture and walls in class
spaces and a building that will “inspire intellectual curiosity and promote social
interactions” (p. 7). Flexibility in classroom space and furniture allows for more and
better collaboration and varied teaching strategies (Harris Helm, Turckes, & Hinton,
2010). In the truly modern classroom, students have constant access to resources through
ubiquitous computing. This ubiquitous environment is obtained through the use of oneto-one portable computing devices and a wireless network infrastructure. These physical
characteristics strengthen the teaching and learning environment.
Teaching and learning environment. The learning environment includes much
more than the physical descriptors. It is also comprised of time, tools, community, and
policy (Partnership, 2009).
Just as the physical model of a factory school is outdated, so is the strict
timeframe for learning. Rather than relying on seat time or Carnegie units as a measure of
achievement, knowledge demonstrated becomes the benchmark. Schools may adopt
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longer school hours and calendars. Informal opportunities are blended with formal
opportunities to allow for relevant and authentic learning and assessment (Partnership,
2009).
The tools used for teaching and learning have also changed. In a 21st century
learning environment, tools must be in place to support teachers and students both faceto-face and online. Technology should be in place for the purposes of promoting greater
student achievement, increasing student engagement, assessing student performance,
facilitating communication and collaboration, maximizing administrative effectiveness,
and building student proficiencies in 21st century skills (Partnership, 2009). Brown
(2006) asserts, “We now have the tools and resources for engaging in productive inquiry
and learning that we never had before” (p. 20).
Partnership for 21st Century Skills (2009) considers the most important aspect of
the 21st century learning environment to be the “people network.” They state that “the
flexible spaces that enable productive learning and shared work/play opportunities, the
creative uses of time that promote continuous learning, the extensible technologies that
support collaboration among the school community and the outside world – all these
systems are valuable only in so far as they effectively support the human connections on
which learning depends” (pp. 21-22). The human aspect is important to note because
often technology overshadows it when discussing 21st century learning environments.
Once a 21st century learning environment has been established, it must be
sustained. Sustainability can be achieved through policy. Educational policy covers a
broad spectrum from national policy to the policy of individual schools. Policy will
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ensure that education in this new environment is “more expansive and more inclusive”
(Partnership, 2009, p. 27).
It takes a combination of time, tools, community, and policy to create a 21st
century learning environment. Technology can be used to support all of these features
(Partnership, 2009). A one-to-one computing environment ensures that all faculty and
students in a school have access to the digital resources they need.
Benefits and barriers of implementing technology. Ubiquitous computing is an
important part of the 21st century learning environment. However, implementing a oneto-one program, a program in which all teachers and students have a portable computing
device and access to a wireless network, does not automatically ensure academic
improvement (Greaves & Hayes, 2008). It is important to recognize there are both
benefits and barriers to implementation.
Benefits of implementing technology. Implementing a one-to-one environment
yields many benefits. First, the use of technology allows for a blend of face-to-face and
online learning. A study conducted by the U.S. Department of Education (2010) found
that blended learning environments have a larger advantage relative to purely face-to-face
instruction than does purely online instruction. This blended environment allows
learning time to take place outside of the school hours and calendar. Technology can also
facilitate collaboration and make digital resources available to all teachers and students.
Cuban (2001) found that teachers believe technology is important for students. In his
study, teachers noted technology allowed students more and better access to resources, a
means of artifact production, and played a role in motivation. Perhaps the most notable
benefit is the opportunity for authentic learning and assessment that ubiquitous
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computing provides. It is important for students to learn in an environment that is
consistent with the world in which they will be expected to use the learned knowledge
and skills (Harris Helm et al., 2010; Kalny, 1999; Mouza, 2008). These characteristics
support the requirements of a 21st century learning environment.
According to a study conducted by Project RED, properly implemented
technology saves money by lowering copying, paperwork, and instructional materials
expenses, and it also lowers the dropout rate (Greaves, Hayes et al., 2010). There are also
implementation benefits that directly impact teaching and learning. The Project RED
study found that with correct implementation, the student-computer ratio impacts student
outcomes. Access to a device increases academic achievement, improves the outcomes in
intervention classes, and increases productivity and student engagement (Greaves, Hayes
et al., 2010). Even so, it must be noted that there is little other research that attributes an
increase in learning outcomes to technological innovations (Scrhum & Glassett, 2006).
Cuban (2001) did find, however, that the teachers who had successfully integrated
technology into their classrooms reported lecturing less and coaching or facilitating more.
Barriers of implementing technology. While studies such as Project RED show
overwhelming support for implementing a one-to-one program, they also recognize there
are barriers to its implementation. The authors found nine key factors to the success of a
one-to-one program:
•

Technology is implemented into every intervention class period,

•

The principal exhibits change management leadership and provides time for
teacher professional learning and collaboration at least monthly,

•

Students use technology daily for online collaboration,
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•

Technology is integrated into core curriculum weekly or more frequently,

•

Online formative assessments are conducted at least weekly,

•

The student-computer ratio is kept as low as possible,

•

Virtual fieldtrips are used at least monthly,

•

Students use search engines daily, and

•

The principal is trained in teacher buy-in, best practices, and technology
transformed learning (Greaves, Hayes et al., 2010).

Through surveys, they found that only 1% of schools had implemented all nine. Finding
time and resources to implement these factors is a barrier.
There are many external demands on school systems and teachers that inhibit
technology integration. Cuban (2001) provides the following insight:
State and district requirements for graduation, age-graded organization,
departmental boundaries, secondary teachers’ disciplinary training, and selfcontained classrooms all combine to reduce cross-fertilization of ideas within and
across departments and to encourage teachers to behave as academic specialists
whose primary concern is covering the body of information contained within a
textbook in 36 weeks. (p. 161)
A cost savings for schools was included as a benefit of implementing a one-to-one
environment. However, it is important to note that there is a substantial upfront
implementation cost that may inhibit some schools from embarking on this initiative
(Grant, Ross, Wang, & Potter, 2005). This expense includes not only the cost of the
devices, but also the infrastructure that must be in place to support their use (Project
Tomorrow, 2010). Schrum and Glassett (2006) point out the importance of basing
“implementation and use on demonstrated best practices” because of the financial
investment (p. 2).
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Another barrier to implementation is the skill level and training of the teachers.
Teachers must have the appropriate level of technological skill to be effective (Kalny,
1999), but teachers report a lack of customized training that meets their needs (Cuban,
2001). This barrier was recognized and made the focus of many Preparing Tomorrow’s
Teachers to Use Technology (PT3) grants (Jonas, 2004; Mills, 2003; Mims, Polly,
Shepherd, & Inan, 2006). In addition to skill proficiency, teaching practices also have to
change. To accomplish this, schools need to provide ongoing professional development
that includes on-the-job experience, reflection, and mentoring (Greaves, Hayes et al.,
2010; Mouza, 2008; Schrum, 1999). Teachers must also become adept at combing
through a myriad of technological resources and selecting and testing applications that
are veritable and appropriate for classroom use (Banister, 2010; Cuban, 2001; Leh et al.,
2005).
When implementing a one-to-one environment, teachers will also face new
classroom management challenges. Teachers must make sure students are staying on task
while using the devices (Banister, 2010, Grant et al., 2005). Project Tomorrow’s 2009
Speak Up survey found that of teachers surveyed, 76% fear students will be distracted
and 33% have concerns that students will use the devices to cheat (Project Tomorrow,
2010). The International Society for Technology in Education (ISTE) developed the
National Educational Technology Standards for Teachers (NETS*T) (2008) as a series of
standards and performance indicators to improve the effectiveness of teachers in a
blended environment. Along with other organizations’ guidelines, these standards should
help teachers focus their efforts on practices that will bolster learning outcomes and limit
distractions.
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A lack of evidence of successful implementation is also a barrier. In a study of the
integration of the iPod Touch in schools, Banister (2010) noted that a lot of the
possibilities of portable computing devices have not yet been tested or documented.
There is simply a lack of rigorous, generalizable research available that directly attributes
learning outcomes to technology integration (Leh et al., 2005; Schrum & Glassett, 2006;
U.S. Department of Education, 2010).
The Current State of Technology Integration in K-12 Schools
The International Society for Technology in Education (ISTE) advocates for the
use of technology in K-12 classrooms. They paint a picture of the current education
system meeting the needs of a technologically advanced, globalized economy with a
highly skilled workforce. Their National Educational Technology Standards (NETS)
provide a framework for teaching and learning in a digital world. This includes a call for
all students to be able to “use technology effectively and productively” (Standards, 2011).
In a 2010 report by the National Center for Education Statistics (NCES), the authors
found that 97% of public school teachers had, at minimum, one computer in the
classroom on a daily basis and 54% of teachers had access to multiple computers they
could bring into their classroom. Of these, 96% had Internet connectivity. These teachers
also reported having access to other technological devices such as LCD or DLP
projectors, interactive whiteboards, and digital cameras (Gray, Thomas, & Lewis, 2010).
This ubiquitous access to technology and the Internet should allow K-12 schools to
achieve the standards as prescribed by ISTE. However, when asked about the use of
computers during instructional time, only 40% of teachers reported using them often
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while 29% reported using them sometimes (Gray et al., 2010). Less than half of all
public school teachers report using technology regularly for instruction.
Leading experts call for the integration of technology in education. Reports show
that classrooms have access to the technology. However, the state of technology
integration in K-12 education is poor. There are many factors that contribute to this lack
of technology integration. Some of the most critical factors are those involving the role of
the teacher. These factors include the teachers’ role in the implementation process, their
pedagogical beliefs, and the junction of technology integration with the work of teaching.
These factors are explored in the following sections.
The implementation process. Successful technology integration involves much
more than the assembly of an infrastructure and the installation of software. It also takes a
clear vision and in-depth planning, including strong leadership, appropriate
communication, and training and support for teachers. All aspects of the implementation
process affect the classroom teacher. These aspects and their relation to the teacher are
discussed in the following sections.
Planning for implementation. State and national legislation mandates that
technology be incorporated into K-12 education (ESEA, 2010; McGrail, 2005; NCLB,
2003; Zhao, 2007). Unfortunately, this push for technology integration most often occurs
in a top-down fashion and teachers are rarely included in the planning process (McGrail,
2005, 2006). The classroom teacher is ultimately responsible for ensuring the technology
is integrated in the classroom. It is important to survey the perceptions teachers have
about technology integration because, as Cuban (2001) expresses, “It is the teacher, using
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computers or other information technologies as learning tools, who can, if so inclined,
integrate the machines into the classroom” (p. 64).
The top-down approach to school initiatives taken by legislators and
administrators excludes teachers from the planning process and causes resistance to the
initiative (McGrail, 2005, 2006; Zhao, 2007). Those enforcing the initiative may make
presumptions that are not the reality of the classroom teacher (McGrail, 2005). Some
teachers feel the use of technology is not appropriate for either parts of curriculum or all
of it. Many teachers fear losing their professional identity by having to teach in a way
that they are uncomfortable with or that do not align with their pedagogical beliefs and
thus resist moving away from instructional strategies that have worked for them
(McGrail, 2005, 2006).
A lack of leadership and clear communication is a barrier to successful
technology integration. Teachers and other stakeholders need to understand why they are
embarking on any new initiative. This is even more important with a technology initiative
which depends on them for its success. Integrating technology will bring about changes
in teachers’ physical classrooms as well as in the way they are expected to teach.
Understanding and buying into the goals of the initiative are of paramount importance.
Since not many documented examples of successful technology integration programs
exist, there is no prescription for schools to follow to ensure effectiveness. Therefore,
district and school level administration must make sure that the purpose and desired
outcomes of the implementation initiative are clearly communicated. Schools must have a
plan and administrators and teachers must know the part they are to play in the
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actualization of the plan. Administrators must also give teachers the time, training, and
support to be successful.
Training and support. Preparation provided by colleges of education plays a role
in a teacher’s ability to successfully integrate technology. Franklin (2007) found that this
technology integration preparation should happen in methods courses as opposed to only
in skill-based ones. Skill-based training is not enough (Mims et al., 2006). Without
training in curriculum redesign and the instructional use of technology, teachers are not
likely to value technology integration (Basham, Palla, & Pianfetti, 2005; Franklin, 2007).
Grant et al. (2005) found that teacher knowledge and efficacy, along with pedagogical
knowledge and a supportive community had an impact on technology integration.
Wang, Ertmer, and Newby (2004) believe that self-efficacy plays a role in
willingness to integrate technology. Giving teachers opportunities to increase selfefficacy can be difficult. Many teachers have not had formal training in technology
integration (Cuban, 2001; Zhao, 2007). Too often, the training that is delivered is onesize-fits-all and does not meet the needs of individual teachers (McGrail, 2005). Training
must include what Windschitl and Sahl (2002) describe as “learning about” and “learning
how,” or learning about the role technology is expected to play and learning how to use
the technology in the classroom. Teachers who have had access to quality training note
positive changes in their attitudes toward technology integration. They report more
confidence, skill, and knowledge of new ways to use technology in their classes (Zhao,
2007).
Giving teachers resources and access to training is not enough. They also need
support staff to help with technology problems and assist with integration (McGrail,
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2005; Mims et al., 2006; Okojie & Olinzock, 2006). Teachers are often not aware of the
possibilities that technology can offer their classes (Koehler & Mishra, 2009; McGrail,
2006). Customized training and expert support can help teachers find the best resources
for their curriculum.
Pedagogical beliefs. The extent of technology integration may be indicated by the
attitudes teachers have about technology (Wang et al., 2004). The results of a study
conducted by Basham et al. (2005) supported the connection between a teacher’s
affiliation with a behaviorist or constructivist pedagogy and his or her value of
technology integration. However, it was found that teachers’ technology skill level did
not affect their valuation of technology integration. From this, the conclusion can be
drawn that a teacher’s pedagogical belief is a better indicator of that teacher’s value of
technology integration than the teacher’s technological skill level. Franklin (2007) found
that a teacher’s self reported identification with a constructivist pedagogy equated to a
feeling of a higher degree of preparation. This finding echoes that of Becker (2001) who
stated that teachers who hold constructivist philosophies use computers more frequently
and in more challenging ways, use them more themselves, and have greater technical
expertise.
Through ethnographic research, Windschitl and Sahl (2002) found that with the
introduction of technology, teachers may change their practices over time and even come
to adopt a student-centered approach. However, they note this change was not brought
about by the technology, but rather the technology supported the already held
pedagogical beliefs of the teachers – beliefs about the learners in their school, what
constitutes good teaching, and the role of technology in the lives of the students.
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Technology alone is not enough to be a change agent in schools. Teachers must hold
pedagogical beliefs that support the move to a more student-centered, constructivist
environment. These pedagogical beliefs can be supported by technology, but are not
based on the presence of technology. In fact, the literature shows that teachers’ practices
often do not change because of technology integration initiatives (Cuban, 2001; McGrail,
2005; Windschitl & Sahl, 2002; Zhao, 2007). Rather, teachers take prepared lessons and
try to find ways to use technology in that lesson (Okojie & Olinzock, 2006). They are not
actually changing anything fundamental about the way they teach.
Work of teaching and technology integration. Even those teachers who are
skilled and experienced with technology have concerns about the feasibility of
technology integration. McGrail (2005) writes, “A teacher tends to look at technology
and its role in instruction from the perspective of a practitioner and a realist, who knows
his or her own limitations a well as the constraints of his or her own contexts” (p. 18).
Many teachers fear a disconnect between the use of technology and preparing students
for standardized testing (McGrail, 2006; Zhao, 2007). This is a valid concern because
teachers are held accountable for student achievement on these tests. The introduction of
technology can bring other worries to the forefront. When not addressed, fundamental
details such as physical classroom organization can create management problems for
teachers. Ethical concerns including copyright laws and plagiarism must be considered
(McGrail, 2005). These teachers must find a way to “adapt to classroom settings in which
every student owns a mobile suite of powerful technological tools and has
telecommunications access to a global repository of information and ideas” (p. 166).
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With the mounting responsibilities teachers have, many report they do not have
time to attempt technology-integrated lessons (Cuban, 2001). Franklin (2007) found that
teachers reported high-stakes testing as a barrier to technology integration. The
disconnect between the requirements of high-stakes testing and preparing students for
college entrance examinations and the constructivist nature of full technology integration
is a burden for teachers.
Classroom management, time, and the pressure to meet the goals of high-stakes
testing are all barriers to technology integration. It is possible these factors could be
mitigated through training and support, a shift in school culture, and changes in laws or
college entrance requirements. Unfortunately, with perhaps the exception of training, the
classroom teacher alone cannot relieve these barriers. Hew and Brush (2007) list five
main categories of strategies used to overcome barriers to technology integration:
•

Having a shared vision and technology integration plan,

•

Overcoming the scarcity of resources,

•

Changing attitudes and beliefs,

•

Conducting professional development, and

•

Reconsidering assessments. (p. 232)

The categories of having a shared vision and technology integration plan and of changing
attitudes and beliefs can both possibly be addressed through professional development, a
topic worth examining further.
Professional Development and Technology Integration
Formal professional development includes structured activities and courses. The
purpose of these organized activities is to enhance professional skill, keep participants
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up-to-date, and support change in an organization (Dall’Alba & Sandberg, 2006). This
definition holds true for teachers who are engaging in professional development for
technology integration. There are numerous approaches to formal professional
development. These include one-shot workshops, a design-based approach that situates
technology into the context of the content area, mentoring and coaching, and the trainthe-trainer approach (Lawless & Pellegrino, 2007). Although many teachers seek out
continuing education, the majority of professional development is conducted by school
districts and states (Schrum, 1999). It is important to note that not all professional
development activities have positive outcomes for technology integration. The
characteristics of effective professional development must be examined.
Effective professional development. Many researchers have developed lists of
characteristics of effective professional development (Desimone, Porter, Garet, Yoon, &
Birman, 2002; Lawless & Pellegrino, 2007). Hew and Brush (2007) conducted a
literature search and found three overarching characteristics of effective professional
development for technology integration. Effective professional development “focuses on
content (e.g., technology knowledge and skills, and technology-related classroom
management knowledge and skills), gives teachers opportunities for hands-on work, and
is highly consistent with teachers’ needs” (p. 238). Other studies have echoed the need
for active learning opportunities and authentic examples (Keengwe & Onchwari, 2009;
Rodriguez & Knuth, 2000). Ertmer, Addison, Lane, Ross, and Woods (1999) found
technology training needs to address both first-order barriers, those extrinsic to teachers,
and second-order barriers, those intrinsic to teachers. This team of researchers suggests
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that strategies used to address both first- and second-order barriers achieve these
objectives:

•

Incorporate a dual focus on technological and pedagogical issues during training
efforts,

•

Foster a broader vision of technology integration,

•

Provide instructional resources (models, mentors, peers) during the change
process, and

•

Provide opportunities for reflection, collaboration, and discussion with peers.
(Ertmer et al., 1999)
It is important to note that current research does not compare the degree to which

each characteristic of professional development affects teaching and learning (Lawless &
Pellegrino, 2007). In a study by Garet, Porter, Desimone, Birman, and Yoon (2001), the
researchers found several “best practices” that appear to have a positive effect. These
include engaging in sustained and intensive professional development rather than shorter
professional development and focusing on content, active-learning, coherence, and
integration in to daily activities.
Barriers of professional development. It appears that there is consensus among
researchers on the components of effective professional development. Although experts
tend to agree on the requirements for success, the reality is that many professional
development programs are not effective. Barriers to implementing professional
development for technology integration include limited resources such as time and
money, the different beliefs and skill levels of teachers, the non-cohesive approach to
professional development taken by many schools and districts, and the lack of research
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on professional development’s impact on teaching and learning or a model for schools to
follow. Each of these will be discussed in this section.
Professional development can be expensive. Funding is often needed for
educational consultants and facilitators, development of curriculum, program materials,
substitute teacher pay during missed instructional time, and subsequent support and
assessment. To manage costs, districts often attempt to employ a one-size-fits all model
of professional development in order to reach the largest number of teachers. The quality
of professional development suffers when this method is used (Desimone et al., 2002;
Garet et al., 2001). Research has demonstrated that professional development should be
ongoing and allow for follow-up (Penuel, Fishman, Yamaguchi, & Gallagher, 2007).
However, districts and schools often do not have the time built into their schedules for
this longer duration model. Teachers report not having enough time currently and do not
want to attend professional development that is not beneficial to them. In a study
conducted by Keengwe and Onchwari (2009), participants reported that attending
workshops that did not benefit them in the classroom was a waste of their time. As
previously noted, not having enough time is a barrier to successful technology
integration. Therefore, having professional development activities that the participants
view as a waste of time is certainly counterproductive to the goals of the activity.
Teachers’ skill levels and beliefs can also be barriers to implementing successful
professional development. Koehler and Mishra (2009) indicate that for technology
integration to be successful, teachers must understand not only the technology, but also
the content and teaching. From this, the conclusion may be drawn that professional
development that focuses only on technology skills will not be holistically successful. It
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must also focus on teachers’ values and beliefs to increase transferability into practice
(Ottenbreit-Leftwich, Glazewski, Newby, & Ertmer, 2010). Ertmer, Ottenbreit-Leftwich,
Sadik, Sendurur, and Sendurur (2012) note a decrease in first-order barriers, or external
constraints, to teachers’ technology integration; however, their research found that among
study participants – award-winning, technology-using teachers, first-order barriers were
still cited as constraints. This study also found that when examining second-order, or
intrinsic barriers, among the sample population, participants did not see their own
knowledge and skills as a barrier, but rather the knowledge and skills of other teachers in
their schools. Participants also noted that “their technology skills were, and will always
be, incomplete, given how much there is to learn about technology” (Ertmer et al., 2012,
pp. 428-429). Such results reveal that professional development involving technology
skills training is welcome even among top integrators. Although enhancing technological
skills of teachers was the main focus of the Preparing Tomorrow’s Teachers to Use
Technology (PT3) grant (Mims, et al., 2006), development should not stop with skills
training. It should also include opportunities for participants to build self-efficacy and
explore ways to improve student outcomes (Ertmer & Ottenbreit-Leftwich, 2010).
One longitudinal study (Desimone et al., 2002) found discrepancies in
professional development and practices between teachers within the same schools. This
finding indicates that schools are not coordinating professional development efforts but
rather leaving participation up to individual teachers. Teachers are often given the
opportunity to volunteer for and to choose their own professional development activities
(Desimone et al., 2002; Lawless & Pellegrino, 2007). In addition, teachers’ self-reporting
of their needs is often used to determine professional development activities. This data
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may not be accurate because studies show that teachers often report greater-than-actual
levels of use of educational technology (Kopcha & Sullivan, 2007).
Although this factor alone is not enough to deem it a success, it appears that
teachers feel their technology related professional development is meeting their needs.
The 2010 NCES Teacher’s Use of Educational Technology in US Public Schools report
found the following statistics concerning teachers’ perceptions of their technology
training:
•

The percentage of teachers who reported that the following activities prepared
them (to a moderate or major extent) to make effective use of educational
technology for instruction are 61% for professional development activities, 61%
for training provided by school staff responsible for technology support and/or
integration, and 78% for independent learning.

•

The percentage of teachers who reported spending the following number of hours
in professional development activities for educational technology during the 12
months prior to completing the survey was 13% for none, 53 % for 1 to 8 hours,
18% for 9 to16 hours, 9% for 17 to 32 hours, and 7% for 33 or more hours.

•

Of the teachers who participated in technology-related professional development
during the 12 months prior to completing the survey, 81% agreed that “it met my
goals and needs,” 88% agreed that “it supported the goals and standards of my
state, district, and school,” 87% agreed that “it applied to technology available in
my school,” and 83% agreed that “it was available at convenient times and
places” (Gray et al., 2010).
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Though much research literature is centered on professional development for
technology integration, there is a definite deficit in research focusing on assessing
professional development and its impact on teacher practice and student learning (Penuel
et al., 2007). Other than teacher self-reporting, there is no consistent tool to determine the
effectiveness of professional development or its impact on teaching and learning. Lawless
and Pellegrino (2007) have outlined a three-phase strategy that intends to guide future
research in this area; however, they acknowledge the instruments and protocols necessary
for streamlining this process do not yet exist.
The Concerns Based Adoption Model. A framework that has been used to study
the impact of both professional development and technology integration is the Concerns
Based Adoption Model (CBAM). Two of CBAM’s diagnostic tools, the Stages of
Concern Questionnaire (SoCQ) and the Levels of Use (LoU) Interview Protocol are
commonly used for this purpose. The Stages of Concern (SoC) outlines seven stages that
an individual progresses through as he or she implements and becomes competent with
an innovation (George, Hall, & Stiegelbauer et al., 2006). George et al. (2006) provide a
review of the research associated with the SoC. They selected peer-reviewed studies
published between 1995 and 2005 that include a large enough sample size to be
meaningful, reflect common use among researchers and practitioners, and include
examples that illustrate appropriate use. They narrowed their search to 27 studies. Of
these studies, 13 focused on professional development and/or technology integration. An
outline of these studies, their purposes, and findings can be referenced in Figure 7.1 of
George et al. (2006). George et al. (2006) state that a major role of the SoC and its related
instrument, the Stages of Concern Questionnaire (SoCQ) is in supporting and planning
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for professional development. Specifically relating to technology and its use in education,
the authors found that this topic “lends itself to use of the SoC and SoCQ…simply
because of its continuing ‘newness’” (p. 64). For these reasons, the SoC and SoCQ are a
good fit for research involving professional development and technology integration.
The LoU describes the extent to which an individual has implemented an
innovation. This ranges over eight categories or levels (Hall, Dirksen, & George, 2006).
Hall et al. state, “the failure to document the extent of implementation at the individual
level places great risk on any study, no matter how well designed” (p. 4). The authors
provide a review of research using the LoU and its related instrument, the LoU Interview
Protocol. The studies reviewed were divided into five categories: informing the LoU
process and CBAM in general, informing the change process in general, assessing
interventions, examining how the implementation of an innovation affects learning and
other outcomes, and assessing implementation. The category of assessing intervention is
applicable to research involving professional development. In the studies reviewed, the
LoU was used to examine implementation in order to assess the effectiveness of an
intervention. A summary of these studies can be found on pages 37 and 38 of the manual.
Finding ways to measure the effectiveness of technology integration professional
development is important for researchers as well as for the agencies that fund its
implementation (Penuel et al., 2007). It is debatable whether, with the vast array of
differences in schools and school districts, it will be possible to develop a plan for
effective technology integration professional development that will be replicable or
generalizable to the population (Koehler & Mishra, 2009).
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Chapter Summary
A 21st century learning environment supports learners as they obtain the skills
necessary for success. This environment is comprised of time, tools, community, and
policy (Partnership, 2009). Technology, and specifically access to ubiquitous computing,
supports all aspects of the 21st century learning environment. This environment allows
for more flexibility and authenticity in education and assessment. It gives teachers and
students equal access to resources. One-to-one environments also promote academic
achievement and lower costs for schools (Partnership, 2009). However, there are barriers
to implementation. Finding time and resources to support full implementation can be
burdensome for schools. There is also a substantial up-front cost for hardware,
infrastructure, and training and professional development (Grant et al., 2005; Project
Tomorrow, 2010). Teachers must also be trained to use technology appropriately for
teaching and learning (Kalny, 1999). Perhaps the largest barrier is a lack of rigorous
research or models of successful implementation for schools to follow (Banister, 2010;
Leh et al., 2005; Schrum & Glassett, 2006; U.S. Department of Education, 2010).
The current state of technology integration is poor. Critical factors that contribute
to this current state revolve around the role of the teacher. Teachers are frequently left out
of the planning process and training and support are often insufficient. The pedagogical
beliefs held by teachers impact how they use technology in the classroom. Requiring the
use of technology in classrooms does not change their inherent beliefs. Therefore, a
conflict exists between the teaching strategies and structure desired by the teacher and the
use of the technology. Integrating technology in the classroom also raises concerns for
teachers about how their work will change. They cite classroom management concerns,
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time management, and covering all required curriculum as a few of these barriers. There
is also the question of the role technology will play in preparation for high-stakes testing
and college preparation.
The role teachers play in technology integration in K-12 schools is vital.
Therefore, their perceptions of the integration process must be considered. Policy makers
as well as state, district, and school level administrators must examine how technology
integration initiatives affect the classroom teacher through the insights teachers can
provide in the planning and implementation phase.
Leaders should never stop explaining why technology integration is important.
Communication and a clearly articulated plan are of the utmost importance when working
with teachers to seamlessly integrate technology. Ongoing training and support for all
teachers is necessary for success. This includes providing teachers with the opportunity to
reflect on their beliefs about teaching and learning and how technology can make their
instruction more effective and efficient.
To alleviate some fears that teachers have, school administrators must create a
school environment that promotes successful use of technology. This includes policies
that aid in the management of the devices and procedures to ensure they are being used
ethically. It may include changes in the school’s physical environment and time schedule.
Policy makers will also want to examine new measures for student achievement other
than standardized testing. Technology integration will allow for much more varied
artifacts to demonstrate student learning. This change in policy will also affect how
teachers are evaluated and which factors colleges focus on for admittance.
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Providing classrooms with technology is not enough to ensure success. Seamless
integration into the curriculum has to happen to prepare students for success in our digital
world. It is the responsibility of the classroom teacher to ensure that students achieve
these goals. Factors of technology integration in K-12 schools that affect the classroom
teacher must be managed to change this current state of technology integration.
Formal professional development can address many of the barriers to successful
technology integration. However, for the professional development to be advantageous, it
must be effective. Many researchers have formed lists of what they deem to be effective
professional development. Unfortunately, there is not much research that shows which
characteristics of professional development have the greatest impact on teaching and
learning. Districts and schools face barriers when implementing professional
development for technology integration. These barriers include lack of resources,
differences in the beliefs and skill levels of the teachers, piecemeal pockets of
professional development chosen by teachers, and the lack of examples of successful
professional development for schools to follow. In today’s ever-changing technological
culture, there is a definite need for more research on what aspects of professional
development have a direct impact on technology integration for teaching and learning.
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Chapter 3 – Methodology
The purpose of this study was to capture high school teachers’ perceptions of
readiness to implement a one-to-one initiative. For the purposes of this study, one-to-one
is defined as the situation in which every student and teacher has 24/7 access to an
individual portable computing device and ubiquitous Internet access. As part of the
initiative, teachers will be expected to deliver course content via a learning management
system. This study examined teachers’ expressed needs relating to technology integration
as they prepare for this initiative. This study was guided by two research questions:
1. Do differences in concerns expressed through the Stages of Concern questionnaire
and Levels of Use interview protocol exist between teachers who have and have
not participated in the technology integration training?
2.

Do differences in responses on the Levels of Use interview protocol exist
between teachers who have and have not participated in the technology
integration training?

Research Design
This study was developed using a mixed methods approach to research, an
approach that blends different research strategies (Viadero, 2005). It employed both
quantitative and qualitative forms of data collection and analysis.
Quantitative data were collected to gain diagnostics of participants’ concerns
about the one-to-one technology initiative at a specific point in time. These data were
collected through SEDL’s Stages of Concern Questionnaire (SoCQ) (George et al.,
2006).
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According to Creswell, qualitative research is “an inquiry process of
understanding based on a distinct methodological tradition of inquiry that explores a
social or human problem” (p. 249). The views of high school teachers in a school where a
one-to-one technology initiative has been adopted were examined. A qualitative
methodology best captured the views of the participants in their environment. It allowed
their voices to be heard and their authentic perceptions to be explored. In-depth
interviews based on the Levels of Use (LoU) (Hall et al., 2006) interview protocol and
observations of participants during the interviews were used as sources of qualitative
data.
The approach to inquiry used in this study was the case study. A case study is the
study of a bounded system or case “over time through detailed, in-depth data collection
involving multiple sources of information” (Creswell, 2007, p. 73). The boundaries of
this case were the site of research, the time period, and the inclusion of participants. The
components of this case study, including the site of research, participants, prescribed
professional development, data collection instruments, methods, and analysis,
trustworthiness, researcher’s perspectives and biases, and ethical considerations are
discussed in the following sections.
Site of Research
This study was conducted at a private, all-boys high school in a city with a major
metropolitan area population over 1 million inhabitants. We will refer to this school as St.
John’s. St. John’s has a college preparatory focus and serves 854 students in grades 9
through 12. The students have diverse social, cultural, and economic backgrounds. There
are 65 faculty members and 4.5 administrators. The student to teacher ratio is 12 to 1.
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Teachers at St. John’s have been teaching for an average of 17 years and an average of
12.8 years at St. John’s.
Participants
The one-to-one initiative will begin in the upcoming school year, with all teachers
and all members of the freshman class receiving their portable computing devices. All 65
faculty members from all grade levels and subject areas are expected to deliver a portion
of their course content via a learning management system and integrate more technology
into their courses. All faculty members will be participating in the initiative; therefore,
the population size for this study was 65.
Quantitative data were collected from willing participants of the entire population
by administering the SoCQ. Forty-five of the 65 faculty members, or 69%, completed the
SoCQ. Of the 45 participants, 33 were male, 9 were female, and 3 chose not to identify
themselves. Nineteen participants taught 9th grade classes, 15 taught 10th grade classes,
21 taught 11th grade classes, and 19 taught 12th grade classes. The total number exceeds
45 because some teachers teach more than one grade level. Of the 45 participants, 10
taught English, 6 taught math, 7 taught social studies, 3 taught fine arts, 5 taught science,
5 taught business/technology, 8 taught religion/ethics, 5 taught foreign language, and 1
taught health/physical education. Forty-three of the participants affirm that they
technology in their classrooms. Sixteen of the participants had participated in the
prescribed professional development while 12 had participated in another graduate level
technology integration course.
Stratified purposeful sampling was used to select participants for qualitative data
collection. Stratified purposeful sampling was chosen because this method allowed for
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data to be collected from specially selected subgroups within the population and
facilitated comparisons between the groups (Miles & Huberman, 1994). For this case
study, the subgroups included nonusers of technology who have not had the prescribed
professional development, nonusers of technology who have had the prescribed
professional development, users of technology who have not had the prescribed
professional development, and users of the technology who have had the prescribed
professional development. Because this study focused on technology use, the two
subgroups of nonusers of technology were not included for selection for qualitative data
collection. Participants who had and had not had the professional development were first
examined separately and then comparisons were made between the groups. Stratified
purposeful sampling allowed differences in concerns expressed through the SoCQ and
LoU interview protocol between teachers who have and have not participated in the
technology integration training to be observed. A description of the interview participants
is found in Table 1.

Table 1. Description of LoU Interview Participants
Name

Demographics (gender, age, subject
taught, years of teaching)

Participation
in PD

Sam

Male, 23, Math, 1-2

Yes

Nelson

Male, 37, English, 11-20

Yes

Curtis

Male, 44, English, 11-20

Yes

Rick

Male, 24, English, 1-2

Yes

Ellen

Female, 57, Religion/Ethics, 11-20

No

John

Male, 44, Business, 21-30

No

Eric

Male, 55, Religion/Ethics, 21-30

No

Glen

Male, 58, Science, 11-20

No
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Prescribed Professional Development
Participants in this study either have or have not had a specific technology
training. This training is referred to as prescribed professional development. For the
purposes of this study, the prescribed professional development was a three-credit hour,
graduate level course on technology integration facilitated by a university. The course
had a hybrid design in which part of the class took place face-to-face at the site of
research and part took place within a virtual classroom. This course was delivered to two
cohorts of teachers at the site of research. The first took place in the spring semester of
2011. The second took place in the fall semester of 2011. All students in the course
volunteered to take the course and the school in which they are employed paid their
tuition.
This course aligned with several of ISTE’s NETS*T (2008) components such as
inspiring learning and creativity, designing and developing digital-age learning
experiences and assessments, modeling digital-age work and learning, promoting and
modeling digital citizenship and responsibility, and engaging in professional growth and
leadership. It also reflected the Standards of Professional Learning (Learning Forward,
2011) including participation in a learning community, developing leadership, effective
use of resources, data driven planning, integration of learning theories, providing support
for implementation, and emphasizing student learning outcomes.
According to the syllabus for the course, the purpose of the course “is for the
learner to become able to effectively integrate specific technologies with the processes of
teaching and learning in his/her specific learning environment(s)”. The instructional
strategies used in the course included class and small group discussion, demonstrations
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and presentations, authentic assessments, cooperative/collaborative learning activities,
reading and writing assignments, independent projects, electronic communications and
technology integration, and discovery-, reflective-, and inquiry-based learning. The main
topics covered in the course included defining technology integration, using web
resources, Creative Commons Licensing, Open Educational Resources, Web 2.0, Google
Docs, learner and course management systems, academic integrity and plagiarism,
classroom management, lecture capture, blended learning, acceptable use policies, and
reflective blogging.
Data Collection Instruments
The Concerns Based Adoption Model (CBAM) was developed in the 1970s and
continues to be used today as a framework for measuring implementation and facilitating
change in schools. The framework came about in reaction to the innovation focus
approach to educational change. The commonly held belief was that if teachers adopted a
specific innovation, the desired effect would occur. However, this was not the case.
Researchers at the Research and Development Center for Teacher Education at the
University of Texas at Austin developed CBAM as a response that focuses on the
individual as the originator of change. This framework was designed to gain insight into
what happens to educators when presented with change. The purpose of CBAM is to help
change facilitators identify and address the needs of those involved in the change process
(George et al., 2006). The belief that employing the innovation is not enough to facilitate
change is in line with research about technology integration in K-12 schools. Emphasis
must also be put on preparing teachers to effectively integrate technology into the new
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learning environment (Cuban, 2001; Greaves, Hayes et al., 2010; Mouza, 2008; Schrum,
1999).
There are three diagnostic tools associated with CBAM: Stages of Concern (SoC),
Levels of Use (LoU), and Innovation Configurations (IC). IC examines how teachers
modify an innovation and occurs over one to two years after the innovation has been
implemented. For this research, full implementation of the one-to-one initiative has not
occurred, so the IC was not used. !
The survey that was used is the Stages of Concern Questionnaire (SoCQ)
developed by SEDL (George et al., 2006). This instrument includes an introductory page
that states the purpose of the questionnaire and provides directions for completing it and a
demographic page that is used to gather information about the participant and may be
modified by the researcher. The survey itself contains 35 questions, five items
corresponding to each stage of concern, with responses ranging from 0 – 7 on a Likert
scale. The lowest response, a response of zero, indicates the participant believes the
statement to seem irrelevant to them. The highest response, a response of 7, indicates the
participant considers the item to be “very true of me at this time.” Participants are
required to complete the questionnaire individually and it expected to take 10 to 15
minutes to complete. The participants’ responses to these questions identified where they
rank on seven identified Stages of Concern: unconcerned, informational, personal,
management, consequence, collaboration, and refocusing. This ranking provided insight
into the participants’ affective domain – their attitudes, beliefs, and feelings (George et
al., 2006). The questionnaire and a table of the statements that correspond to each stage is
included as Appendix A.
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The in-depth, individual, face-to-face interviews were based on SEDL’s Levels of
Use (LoU) interview protocol (Hall et al., 2006). The LoU protocol is designed around
decision points and a branching format. The interview begins by determining that the
participant is indeed a user of the innovation. Next, the questions of the protocol are
asked verbatim, in sequence following the branches determined by the decision points.
Each question may be followed up with an open-ended, probing question. Audio of the
interviews should be recorded so that analysis of the interview may take place after the
interview is complete. Analysis of the interviews identified where participants rank on
the eight identified Levels of Use: nonuse, orientation, preparation, mechanical use,
routine, refinement, integration, and renewal. This protocol focuses on participants’
knowledge, skills, and behavior (Hall et al., 2006). The interview protocol is included as
Appendix B.
Data Collection Procedures
Each phase in the data collection and analysis process was documented in a
research journal with a record entered in the electronic document for each step of the
process. This document was used to establish a timeline of the process as well as to keep
a record of the justification for decisions made during the process. A survey and an
interview were used to collect data for this study. The survey, the SoCQ, was
administered electronically. Participants received an email, which served as a cover page
for the survey. It included the purpose of the study and a link and password to access the
online survey. The survey had an introductory page, which stated the purpose of the
questionnaire and gave directions and an example of how to complete the instrument. It
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also included a space for identifying the participant by name. The following is a sample
excerpt from the research journal:
February 15, 2012
Sent online survey link via email to site faculty and began monitoring progress.
February 17, 2012
I have only received 9 responses. I sent out a survey reminder and added the incentive
that a name would be drawn for a $25 Amazon or restaurant gift card. By the end of the
day, the number of responses rose to 23.
February 20, 2012
The number of responders has risen to 32. I sent out one last reminder.
February 21, 2012
I had a total of 42 responses. I used a random number generator to draw a name and
ordered the Amazon gift card for the winner. At the end of the day, the total number of
responses was 44 (68%).
Next, the participants completed the 35-question, 0-7 Likert scale survey. It was
estimated to take the participants 10 to 15 minutes to complete the SoCQ. The final page
of the survey was used to collect demographic information about the participant.
Participants were asked to report their age, number of years teaching at the site of
research, subject area taught, and which of the four subgroups they identified with. The
subgroups include nonusers of technology who have not had the prescribed professional
development, nonusers of technology who have had the prescribed professional
development, users of technology who have not had the prescribed professional
development, and users of the technology who have had the prescribed professional
development.
The in-depth, individual, face-to-face interviews were based on SEDL’s 2006
LoU interview protocol. The interview ensured that the participants’ own words were
used and allowed the interviewer to seek clarity from each participant. The purpose of
this study as well as the participants’ rights and confidentiality were explained to them
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before data collection began. Each participant was asked to sign an Informed Consent
form. This form is provided as Appendix C. After consent was given, the first step of the
interview was to ensure that participants view themselves as users of technology. After
establishing the participant as a user, the interview followed appropriate branches as
described by the instrument to determine to which Level of Use the participant belongs.
Each interview was estimated to take up to 30 minutes to complete. Participants agreed
to allow digital voice recording, which was used to confirm that their responses to the
LoU interview questions were accurately captured. These digital recordings were
transcribed by an independent transcriber and saved as separate, word-processed files.
Participants were identified by pseudonyms. A member check of qualitative data was
conducted with each participant before the collected data were published. A summary of
themes and observations that were identified through individual interviews was emailed
to each participant. Participants were asked to reply to the email if they did not agree or
wanted to give additional information on any of the information provided. They were
informed that no response would be considered as acceptance. Table 2 illustrates the
alignment of the research questions with the survey and interview protocol. The roles
and responsibilities for data collection are outlined in Table 3.

Table 2. Research Questions and Data Sources
Question

Source

1. Do differences in concerns expressed through the Stages of Concern
questionnaire and Levels of Use interview protocol exist between teachers
who have and have not participated in the technology integration training?

Survey,
Interview

2. Do differences in responses on the Levels of Use interview protocol exist
between teachers who have and have not participated in the technology
integration training?

Interview
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Table 3. Data Collection Roles and Responsibilities
Preliminary
Work
Researcher’s •
Role
•

•

Participant’s •
Role

Survey

Interview

Follow Up

•
Selected
Participants
Explained
purpose of
•
research
and
obtained
consent
Scheduled
Interviews

Distributed •
online
survey via
•
email
Monitored
to ensure all
participants
had
completed
the survey

Conducted
interviews
Audio
recorded
interview

Read and
signed
consent
form

Completed
survey

Participated •
in
interview

•

•

•

•

•

Reviewed
interview
transcripts
and sought
clarification
if applicable
Prepared
excerpts for
member
checks
Expressed
questions or
concerns that
arose
Reviewed
excerpts and
gave consent
for use in
research

Data Analysis
Data collected through the SoCQ were used to determine each participant’s level
in SEDL’s Stages of Concern. Each participant’s raw scores were calculated and plotted
on a chart. A frequency distribution was generated to show where participants fell on the
Stages of Concern. The levels of the subgroup of teachers who use technology and have
participated in the prescribed professional development were compared to those of the
teachers who use technology but have not completed the professional development. The
results were presented graphically.
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Data collected from the individual LoU interviews underwent several phases of
analysis. The preliminary analysis began during the interviews and as the audio from
each interview was digitally recorded and transcribed. Any additional questions that arose
from interviews were used to modify the protocol for subsequent interviews. Participants
who confirmed that they were collaborating with others were asked “Can you summarize
for me where you see yourself right now in relation to the use of the 1:1 initiative?” This
question was added to the protocol for subsequent users, regardless of their collaborative
efforts. During an interview, a participant was asked “What professional development
have you received?” and “How has the professional development you have received
made an impact on your readiness to implement the 1:1 initiative?” These two questions
provided valid information and were added the protocol for subsequent interviews.
After all interviews were conducted and transcribed, in-depth analysis of the
transcripts began. In the first phase of analysis, each transcript was read through in its
entirety and key points made by participants were highlighted. Figure 1 shows an excerpt
from a highlighted transcript.
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Figure 1. Interview Excerpt With Highlighted Key Points

The key points were transferred to paper that was color-coded by participant for each
interview. An excerpt of the transferred key points is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Key Points on Color-Coded Paper
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The color-coded papers were then read through twice to identify emerging themes. These
themes were transferred to individual, colored cards. A sample of the cards is shown in
Figure 3.

Figure 3. Colored Card With Emergent Themes

This process was repeated for each interview. Next, overarching themes from all
interviews were written. The following is an excerpt from the research journal.
March 30, 2012
Today I am looking at the 24 preliminary themes and defining exactly what they include.
I hope this will enable me to edit and combine themes, or possibly break themes up.
I then began reorganizing/combining themes based on their definitions. This came down
to 8 emergent themes.
The eight themes were inserted into a table. The table contained a separate header row for
each theme and rows that corresponded to each participant. Then, the original transcripts
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were re-read and evidence, including examples and quotes, supporting each theme was
highlighted. This evidence was inserted into corresponding cells in the table. The table
became cumbersome, so the decision was made to divide it into two tables. One table
recorded evidence for those who had the professional development and the other table
recorded evidence for those who did not have the professional development. An excerpt
from these tables is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Evidence of Themes Organized Into Tables
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The theme-supporting evidence from each participant was then compared. The eight
themes were reorganized into three overarching themes. The interviews were then reread
to determine ratings for the LoU categories. Ratings were recorded on the LoU rating
sheet and the overall LoU ratings were organized in a table. A sample of an LoU rating
sheet is shown in Figure 5. LoU ratings are shown in Table 4.

Figure 5. Sample LoU Rating Sheet
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Table 4. Participant LoU Ratings
LoU
Categories

Sam

Nelson

Curtis

Rick

Ellen

John

Eric

Glen

Participation
in Professional
Development

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

Knowledge

III

III

III

IVA

II

II

II

II

Acquiring
Information
Sharing

III

III

III

IVA

0

0

0

0

II

III

III

IVB

II

II

II

II

Assessing

III

III

IVB

III

0

0

I

0

Planning

III

III

III

IVA

II

I

II

II

Status
Reporting
Performing

IVB

III

III

IVA

II

II

II

II

II

II

III

IVB

I

I

I

I

Overall LoU

III

III

III

IVA

II

II

II

II

Once data collection and analysis ended, each theme, along with its supporting
evidence, was sent to every participant via email. Participants were asked to review the
data from their interview for accuracy and were given the opportunity to ask questions or
provide clarification. The following is an excerpt from the email sent to participants
requesting a review of the quotes from their interview.
I would like to offer you the opportunity to read over the quotes and approve that
I have not misinterpreted or misused them. This is also a chance for you to ask me any
questions you may have. Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns by
this Wednesday, May 9. Non-response to this request will be considered as acceptance.
If you do have questions or concerns, you may contact me by email or we can have a
phone conversation. I will also be on your campus on Thursday and would be happy to
meet with you then.
Two requests for edits were received and completed. The following is an example of a
request.
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I’m comfortable with the content of what I said, I’d appreciate it if you cleaned up
my train of thought a little.
After the member check was complete, the data were aligned with the research questions.
An interpretation of the findings of this analysis was written. A summary of this process
can be found in Table 5.

Table 5. Process of Data Analysis for LoU Interview Data
Data Analysis Process
Preliminary Phase

•
•
•

Transcribed each interview
Made notes of points to address in subsequent interviews
Made notes in research journal

•
•
•
•

Read through each completed transcript
Highlighted key points on each transcript
Recorded key points from each interview transcript on color-coded paper
Made notes in research journal

Phase 1

Phase 2

•
•
•
•
•

Read through key points from each interview
Grouped key points into initial themes
Recorded each theme on colored cards
Phase one and two were repeated
Made notes in research journal

•
•
•
•

Read through each transcript and code sheet
Re-organized themes and combined topics into overarching themes
Created a table for each theme and populated it with evidence from the transcripts
Made notes in research journal

Phase 3

Phase 4

•
•
•

Read through transcripts and marked corresponding categories on the LoU Rating
Sheet
Recorded LoU ratings on a table
Made notes in research journal
Phase 5

•
•
•
•
•

Emailed member checks to participants
Made any updates requested by participants
Aligned data with research questions
Interpretation of findings was written
Made notes in research journal
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Trustworthiness
Strategies were utilized to ensure the validity that qualitative research demands
was met. Two instruments were used for data collection: a survey and an interview
protocol. A research journal was kept throughout the entire process of data collection and
analysis. Peer debriefs took place during data collection and analysis. Member checks
were conducted to ensure that the accuracy of the interviews and the voices of the
participants were preserved.
Researcher’s Perspectives and Biases
The use of technology can facilitate a more student-centered learning
environment. Properly integrating technology allows for more opportunities for students
to use higher order thinking skills. For these reasons, the researcher fully supports an
initiative where every teacher and student in a school will be given access to a personal
computing device and Internet access. However, it is noted that just having access to
these resources is not enough to make a positive impact on teaching and learning. Many
schools have implemented one-to-one programs but have not demonstrated an increase in
student learning. Many schools abandoned the program after a short run. Finding out
what makes a successful one-to-one program, a program that lasts and positively impacts
teaching and learning, inspired the research questions for this study.
The researcher has been involved with technology integration activities at the
school and district levels in the past. She has also taught a technology integration class to
both graduate and undergraduate students. Through these experiences, the researcher has
developed the opinion that having stakeholder buy-in is a key component to the success
of any technology initiative. She also believes that addressing any misconceptions people
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may have about the initiative is critical. Explaining why and how the change in policy
and practice is occurring is also a key component to success. It is the researcher’s
opinion that all of these issues may be addressed through professional development.
It is important to note that the researcher serves as a consultant on the one-to-one
initiative steering committee at St. John’s. Also, she has played a significant role in the
prescribed professional development at the site of research on which this study focused.
Ethical Considerations
Ethical considerations were acknowledged during this study. Participants were
made aware that they were participating in research. They were also made aware that
their participation was completely voluntary and did not influence their standing within
the school. Participants were made aware that they could withdraw from the study at any
time with no consequence. Participants’ confidentiality was maintained to the extent
allowed by law. The informed consent document is included as Appendix C. The email
script used to recruit participants is included as Appendix D.
Chapter Summary
The methodology that was used in this study was discussed in this chapter. A
mixed-methods approach to research was employed. The site of research and participant
selection decisions were described. Surveys and interviews were used to collect data and
a research journal was maintained throughout data collection and analysis. Analysis of
quantitative data included frequency distribution and Chi-squared analysis. Analysis of
qualitative data consisted of preliminary coding, coding, and the recognition of emergent
themes. Excerpts from the interview transcripts were provided as evidence of the themes.
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Personal perspectives and biases were made apparent and ethical considerations were
stated and were followed throughout data collection and analysis.
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Chapter 4 – Report of the Findings
As previously discussed, the purpose of this research was to study teachers’
perceptions of their readiness to implement new technology into their curriculum. It
investigated the concerns and preparedness of teachers who had and who had not
participated in prescribed technology integration training. It included the use of the SoCQ
to gauge participants concerns about the new one-to-one technology initiative and how
these concerns may evolve through participation in professional development. The
research also included the LoU interview protocol, which was used to gain insight into
participants’ current levels of technology use and their perceptions of preparedness to
implement the one-to-one initiative. The findings of this study are presented in this
section as organized by research question. This chapter begins with the presentation of
the findings related to the participants’ stages of concern, followed by findings related to
their levels of technology use.
Participants’ Stages of Concern
Findings related to the stages of concern are presented in this section. It is
organized by the seven stages of concern. As indicated in Chapter 3, the data resulting
from the SoCQ and LoU were used to answer the first research question.
Question 1: Do differences in concerns expressed through the Stages of Concern
questionnaire and Levels of Use interview protocol exist between teachers who have and
have not participated in the technology integration training?
The SoCQ was used to determine the teachers’ concerns related to the
implementation of the 1:1 initiative at the site of research. This section is organized by
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first presenting the related Stages of Concern of all participants. Descriptions of the seven
Stages of Concern can be found in Appendix E.
Data collected from the SoCQ indicate where participants who have and who
have not participated in the technology integration professional development rank in the
Stages of Concern. Data collected through the SoCQ show a relationship between
participants and the Stages of Concern. Participants’ placements in the SoC are presented
in this section which is organized by SoC.
Stage 0 – Unconcerned. An association with this stage indicates little concern
about or involvement with the one-to-one initiative. Of the 16 participants who
participated in the technology training, five (31.3%) associated most closely with Stage 0.
Of the 29 participants who did not participate in the technology training, 13 (44.8%)
identified most closely with Stage 0.
Stage 1 – Informational. An association with this stage indicates an impersonal
interest in the one-to-one initiative including its general characteristics, effects, and
requirements of use. Of the 16 participants who participated in the technology training,
two (12.5%) associated most closely with Stage 1. Of the 29 participants who did not
participate in the technology training, four (13.8%) identified most closely with Stage 1.
Stage 2 – Personal. An association with this stage indicates uncertainty about the
demands of the one-to-one initiative, his or her own inadequacy, and/or his or her role
with the one-to-one initiative. Of the 16 participants who participated in the technology
training, five (31.3%) associated most closely with Stage 2. Of the 29 participants who
did not participate in the technology training, 10 (34.5%) identified most closely with
Stage 2.
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Stage 3 – Management. An association with this stage indicates a focus on issues
relating to efficiency, organization, managing, and scheduling. Of the 16 participants who
participated in the technology training, two (12.5%) associated most closely with Stage 3.
Of the 29 participants who did not participate in the technology training, none identified
most closely with Stage 3.
Stage 4 – Consequence. An association with this stage indicates a concern
related to the one-to-one initiative’s impact on students. Of the 16 participants who
participated in the technology training, none associated most closely with Stage 4. Of the
29 participants who did not participate in the technology training, none identified most
closely with Stage 4.
Stage 5 – Collaboration. An association with this stage indicates a focus on
coordinating and cooperating with others. Of the 16 participants who participated in the
technology training, two (12.5%) associated most closely with Stage 5. Of the 29
participants who did not participate in the technology training, none identified most
closely with Stage 5.
Stage 6 – Refocusing. A close association with this stage indicates exploring
ways to improve the one-to-one initiative including major changes or replacing it. Of the
16 participants who participated in the technology training, none associated most closely
with Stage 6. Of the 29 participants who did not participate in the technology training, 2
(6.9%) identified most closely with Stage 6.
Table 6 represents a frequency count of the number of participants who related
most closely to each stage.
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Table 6. SoC Frequency Count With Percentages
Stages of Concern

Total

PD – Yes

PD – No

n = 45

n = 16

n = 29

n

%

n

%

n

%

Stage 0 - Unconcerned

18

40

5

31.3

13

44.8

Stage 1 - Informational

6

13.3

2

12.5

4

13.8

Stage 2 - Personal

15

33.3

5

31.3

10

34.5

Stage 3 - Management

2

4.4

2

12.5

0

0

Stage 4 - Consequence

0

0

0

0

0

0

Stage 5 - Collaboration

2

4.4

2

12.5

0

0

Stage 6 - Refocusing

2

4.4

0

0

2

6.9

From the data displayed in Table 6, a 2 x 2 contingency table was developed. The
responses were categorized by those participants who identified with Stage 0
Unconcerned, and those who identified with Stages 1 through 6, which represent some
form of concern. Table 7 represents the 2 x 2 contingency table.
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Table 7: 2 x 2 Contingency Table With Correlation to Stage 0 or Not Stage 0
Total n = 45

PD – Yes

PD – No

Stage 0

18

5

13

Not Stage 0

27

11

16

Total

45

16

29

The data from the contingency table were then analyzed using Chi-squared
analysis without Yates’ correction. Chi-squared value was 0.792 with 1 degree of
freedom. The two-tailed p-value equals 0.3735. The association between Stage 0 or not
Stage 0 and participation in professional development is considered to be not statistically
significant. However, when referring to Table 6, there appears to be a difference in
responses between the two groups beginning at Stage 3 Management. The table shows a
total of 25% of respondents who have had the professional development relate to Stage 3
Management or above. By contrast, 7% of respondents who have not had the professional
development relate to Stage 3 Management or above. The two respondents who have not
had the professional development and relate to a stage above Stage 3 Management both
relate to Stage 6 Refocusing and may be considered outliers. Definite conclusions cannot
be drawn based on this information because of the small sample size. However, the data
tends to trend upward with those with professional development reaching higher stages of
concern. This is corroborated with a graphical representation of the percentile scores
taken from the same data set. Figure 6 illustrates the percentile ranks for both groups. The
line on the graph representing those without professional development shows a decline
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with the exception of the two outliers. This does not hold true for the line representing
those who have had professional development.
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Figure 6. Graphical Representation of Percentile Rankings for SoCQ Data

It is important to note the Stages of Concern are not mutually exclusive.
Quantitative data from analysis of the SoCQ shows which stages participants associate
most closely with. Qualitative data from the LoU interviews gives further insight into the
concerns of eight of the study participants. This data gives supporting evidence of their
concerns in the particular stage they most closely associated with as well as evidence of
concerns that are categorized in other stages. The following section provides evidence of
the eight interview participants’ association with the various stages.
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Stage 0 – Unconcerned. Of the four interview participants who had the
professional development, Sam associated most closely with Stage 0. A high score on
Stage 0 indicates that at this time, other things or activities are of greater concern to the
individual than the one-to-one initiative (George et al., 2006). Sam’s response is
representative of this. He is a new teacher and is more concerned with the general
development of his courses than the role of the technology.
Sam: … I think going forward is, I guess I noticed I can just dive into and go and
it will work out it’s not going to be that big of a thing and I’m still in the development of
all my courses anyway, so I think that’s the main difference between me and other
people. If you’ve already got it developed that’s the hard thing. I’m still developing so
it’s good.
Other participants also related to Stage 0. Their reasons were varied. Nelson
mentioned a focus on the content and not the presentation. Both Nelson and Curtis
described a lack of urgency since they would not be fully implementing the one-to-one
initiative in the fall. Rick felt his subject matter readily lends itself to the requirements of
the initiative. Like Sam, Rick is a new teacher and he echoed Sam’s circumstance of
being more concerned with course development in general.
Nelson: …I have to make sure that the base of knowledge that the students have
regardless of media of presentation, pen and paper, device based learning, whatever you
call it, that the base has to be there.
Nelson: But again the sense of urgency, I don’t think, is really there for me
because teaching all seniors I’ve got a couple years to observe the devices coming
through the, coming up the ranks and seeing the boys using them and seeing how they
utilize them.
Curtis: …because I’m not a primary teacher of freshmen, the one freshmen class I
have is already online, and so I don’t have to redesign or create an online curriculum for
it. So I feel pretty good. I think I have enough time to work out some of the bugs before it
goes live, for example.
Rick: I think a lot of the English instructors are anxious because they’re thinking
how do I find all this stuff. But I think really we’re the closest to what we’re talking about
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of anyone who’s already working with authentic materials and that’s not going to
change. So it’s still the reading. The writing is still going to happen.
Rick: I think that most of my struggles I’m sure come from just being very new to
and developing instruction and curriculum design. I would be having the same troubles if
I was doing this with a textbook.
Of the four interview participants who did not have the professional development,
John and Eric associated most closely with Stage 0. John indicates he has a busy schedule
and other priorities are of more concern to him at the moment. He also currently teaches
in a computer lab and doesn’t see much change in his courses. Eric is unconcerned
because he believes his five years of previous experience working in a one-to-one school
has prepared him for the one-to-one initiative.
John: [Concerning seeking information relating to technology integration] I teach
and I coach basketball, so I’m booked. In the summer I run camps for little kids all day so
it would have to be convenient or just a couple months a year I’m done before 10:00 at
night that I could go to.
I’m trying to find more things, but there really is not going to be, in my class, the
difference. They’ve had a desktop, now they’re just going to have a laptop. So it’s, the
one-to-one, for my 50 minutes isn’t really going to change. I don’t think.
Eric: I worked in a school for five years that had computers – every kid with a
laptop… There’s going to be adjustments, but I’m not too worried about it.
Other participants also related to Stage 0. Some teachers do not feel the urgency
because they do not teach freshman classes. Others do not feel that the initiative is going
to have a major impact on their courses.
Ellen: I’m not going to be doing this next year or the next. …I have a special
area where I’m compiling things that I want to put when I do my Haiku pages. So I’m
stacking resources, but I haven’t done that yet and I’m one of those people that until I
needed them I’m not going to do it.
We’ve had a lot of classes, a lot of things, and occasionally I’ll look up
something. I love what the technology coordinator sends because it’s user friendly, but
I’m not using it right now and it’s not for a couple more years, so I’m afraid I’m going to
lose some of this by the time we get to it.
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Glen: [Concerning seeking information relating to technology integration] And
maybe that’s because I can’t imagine how it will be different yet. And maybe when we
begin, something will jump out and say well we can be doing this and I’ll say why not. So
I guess I’m saying I’m open, but I’m not aware of anything yet.
Well a lot of the people in my department have been asking how this is going to
look next year when everybody has a computer. And I tell you what I’ve essentially told
them is how often do you use your textbook in class? Because to me it doesn’t make any
difference whether they open it top to bottom or side to side. Whatever way they open the
material they’re just accessing the material that you’re using in class.
Stage 1 – Informational. None of the four interview participants who
participated in the professional development associated most closely with Stage 1.
Although there is no supporting evidence from anyone who associated most closely with
this stage, there were instances during the interviews in which participants in this group
made statements that can be categorized as Stage 1.
Curtis expressed unfamiliarity with the experience of reading a text electronically
and collecting work and grading online. He also was interested in how an electronic
collection of work and grading would work for him. Nelson was interested in finding
Open Educational Resources for current literature that did not violate copyright law. He
also wanted to test drive the actual device that they will be using. Sam has materials he
will be using, but wants to go through them to see what is effective or not effective.
Curtis: I don’t know exactly what the experience of reading a text
electronically…I’m old enough where I still read pretty much everything on a printed
page. Certainly literature I read that way, maybe nonfiction articles I’m more likely to
read online but a novel, for example, or even a short story, I almost always have a
printed copy of and so I’m not sure what that’s going to mean looking forward as the kids
get their devices and more and more of them buy electronic version of things. I’m not
really against that per se, I’m just a little bit, I’m unfamiliar with it and I wonder if it’s, I
think it will be pros and cons there as well.
Curtis: I spend a lot of time in Haiku, which I like, but sometimes I think I get
stuck there and don’t maybe I’m not aware as I should be of what else is available… I’ll
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have to learn a lot about the inbox and the collection of documents and the grading
aspect because I haven’t played with that too much yet.
Curtis: I’ll have to learn a lot about the inbox and the collection of documents
and the grading aspect because I haven’t played with that too much yet.
Nelson: If we’re going to go to the OER-based classrooms where we have to find
the information and compile it, I’m looking for ways to make sure that I keep my students
current without violating copyright law.
Nelson: I think that a lot of the trepidation that I feel right now is based on not
having the thing. Not having the device so I can see oh here’s how this is going work… I
just want to start test-driving things when I have time.
Sam: So, it’s just, I need to go through a bunch of stuff to figure out what is
effective and what’s not effective.
Of the four interview participants who did not have the professional development,
none associated most closely with Stage 1. There were instances during the interviews,
however, in which participants from this group made statements that can be categorized
as Stage 1.
Ellen: [In response to the types of information being sought] Well, I think right
now it’s the nuts and bolts. It’s not the course content, but it’s how did you do that? ...I
think all of us should go through a software tools class because I’ve never had that.
John: Yeah. I’m looking. I could try to improve, make the course better if I could.
…I’m trying to look more and be better at it, because we’re supposed to be, but I, nothing
formal, just me looking for new stuff.
Stage 2 – Personal. Of the four interview participants who had the professional
development, Curtis associated most closely with Stage 2. His remarks reflected an
uncertainty in his ability to meet the demands of the one-to-one initiative.
Curtis: …from an attitudinal perspective, I’m very open to it, it doesn’t scare me.
I’m not defensive about it. I don’t have a very negative reaction in any way. Now from an
awareness and a sort of ability perspective, I’m probably still kind of a beginner or an
advanced beginner. So I know I have a lot to learn and I want to balance it, too.
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Other participants also related to Stage 2. The other participants all echoed Curtis’
sentiment that they had much to learn, either about the technology, or teaching in general.
Sam: I think I’m probably about halfway where I need to be. I’ve got a lot of
resources. I’ve got everything sort of organized; it’s just a matter of implementing it all
properly and figuring out how much of it to use really.
Nelson: I’m probably, as far as the faculty here, I would hope that I’m middle of
the road. In the sense that I’m not afraid of it. I’m not actively rejecting it or against it.
I’m not bitter about its implementation.
Rick: I feel pretty confident about the technology. I think that most of my bumps
come from figuring out the best way for me to use it as an instructor, not necessarily as
someone working with technology.
Of the four interview participants who did not have the professional development,
Ellen associated most closely with Stage 2. She expressed concerns about her preparation
and technological ability.
Ellen: I’m really kind of jealous because I’m going to have to wait two more years
for that to happen in my classes and by then the students will be so used to it, but I won’t.
Because they’ll have had it their freshman and sophomore years and by the time I get it,
I’m kind of frustrated by that.
I think of myself as not knowing a whole lot, but when I’m talking to some other
teachers I find out I know a lot more than I thought I did which is real positive for me to
help some of them. So it’s positive in that I find out I know a lot more but then if you talk
to some of these other teachers I know so little. So it kind of runs the gamut.
Glen also related to Stage 2, though to a lesser extent.
Glen: I like where I’m at in terms of how I blend in technology. As far as a
teacher, I’m probably way ahead of most of the rest of the faculty. As far as technology
people I don’t know Jack or Binion. I don’t know either of them guys. Right? But as far
as implementing it in my classroom it’s like a continuing process that I started years ago
so for me I guess I’m ahead.
Stage 3 – Management. Of the four interview participants who had the
professional development, Nelson associated most closely with Stage 3. Nelson
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wondered how his class would change both instructionally and physically. He was also
concerned about balancing these new demands with the other responsibilities of his job.
Nelson: It’s going to make me evaluate every single thing I do in the classroom.
From how do we come in the morning, how do you come in the room and what’s your
process for packing up and unpacking to how do I give quizzes. How do I do lecture? Is
there going to be less lecture? Is there going to be more discussion? Is there going to be
more interaction? …Am I going to have students popping questions up on the board so as
I’m talking I’m like oh ok, good question and then you move on or let’s redirect. It’s
going to change the physical layout of my classroom.
I knew in March I was going to be starting The Glass Menagerie. I knew
approximately how long it was going to take given the vagaries of a class from year to
year but I knew I was going to be here and now next year or in a couple years what’s my
class going to look like? What’s this vocabulary sound like, going to look like? I think
there’s that trepidation that everybody feels.
The example that I used about a year or so ago is at this point complaining about
the transition is complaining about the rising of the sun because you’re not prepared for
the work of the day. Now I feel like I’m trying to prepare myself for the work of the day to
the best that I can but still dealing with…the difficulty that I have is dealing with all the
other myriad responsibilities and this impending transition.
Other participants also related to Stage 3. Their comments ranged in topic from
managing both time and the abundance of resources to the organization of procedures and
resources.
Sam: We have a lot of stuff and I know I can’t use all of it.
So it’s just I need to go through a bunch of stuff to figure out what is effective and
what’s not effective.
So I think that sort of organization and just having things prepared to show so
that things do go a lot smoother and faster. Not that everything will be on the computer,
but a nice transition I think
Curtis: But it’s, I think, that time…the amount of time that it requires from
teachers, is kind of ramping up and so you get…I think it’s diminishing returns. We either
need to find a way to provide more quality time for prep and for maintenance and just for
learning and professional development and all that or we’re going to end up with a
watered down product on the far end, which we don’t want.
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Rick: I think there will be changes to some of the routines and some of the
assignments and the assessments, but I don’t think the instruction.
Rick: I think one thing that we really need is we need a policy that is very clear
about what happens when something goes wrong.
Of the four interview participants who did not have the professional development,
none associated most closely with Stage 3. There were, however, instances during the
interviews in which participants in this group made statements that can be categorized as
Stage 3. These statements related to efficiency as well as managing resources and
students.
John: When I’m throwing things over to Haiku now I’m getting rid of stuff that
didn’t work right or I didn’t like or we didn’t use.
Eric: There’s going to be a lot of broken computers. …I wonder if we are
underestimating the amount of support staff that is needed for the computers. Because
there’s going to be a lot of stuff broken. And the other thing is there’s going to have to be
some clear policies of if a kid is caught misusing the technology, what are we going to
do? Do we take away that kid’s computer and the kid has no computer in class? Where
do you go with that?
Glen: Certainly if the kids have all these computers and we’ll say the top 2% are
mature enough to really use them in a learning direction the way it sounds like they’re all
going to, well then my major concern at that point is the 98% of the others that aren’t
mature enough that I know aren’t going to do it right. Aren’t going to use it the way
maybe we’re supposed to. So again I probably share that same concern with all the other
teachers. So what is a one-to-one class going to look like? I think I know what my class is
going to look like and I’m not shy about telling someone just put it away. Sorry. Too bad.
But it…get out paper. Paper still exists. Get out paper. I’m not shy about saying those
kinds of things.
Stage 4 – Consequence. None of the interview participants who had participated
in the professional development associated most closely with Stage 4; however, Stage 4
concerns were revealed through the interviews. Participants described the advantages
they saw the one-to-one initiative having related to student learning. They also expressed
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apprehension that students would feel like “guinea pigs” or get bogged down in the
myriad of resources to which they will have access.
Sam: It gives them more opportunities to explore because they can, like I said, put
things in motion and you sort of visualize things a lot better where some people couldn’t
visualize them before. They can have more opportunity to practice because the places
where I can send them to practice things can give them answers, too and explanations. So
not only is it practicing problems and getting explanations they can do more than the rest
of us. Then there’s more opportunity to go over the lectures. So you can do everything
more I guess. As much as they need. It differentiates the learning a bit.
Nelson: I’ve started seeing kids bring laptops and iPads into my class and it’s
interesting that in the same way that the concern the teachers have about students not
paying closer attention, the flipside of that is I saw students taking better, more detailed
and quality notes because they were able to key them directly into their device and they
were more comfortable on the device.
My concerns are that I don’t want any student, not even a class, but I don’t want
any student at St. John’s to feel like a guinea pig.
Curtis: Eliminating the need for printing progress reports that they might only get
once a term or twice a term now they have almost real time access to their grades.
I think probably looking forward the most beneficial aspects will be the
collaborative opportunities. As opposed to maybe one collaborative project a year or a
semester. It will be just part and parcel for their daily life.
Constant or 24/7 access to information from the students’ point of view and so
there’s the opportunity that that presents and there’s the challenges. I think sometimes…
I don’t think we’ve really come to understand how overwhelming that’s going to be for
adults too, but I mean for students to try to balance that. Because they can get everything
almost instantaneously information-wise. We’re going to have to catch up and find ways
to help them navigate all that stuff
Rick: I think the strengths, certainly organization. I think that particularly in a
school were students are limited in what they can carry with them, even physically what
they can have on them, that I’ve seen the students are far more organized and with that
are able to be more proactive in terms of obtaining materials that have been lost or extra
materials that they might need. In terms of making sure that assignments are turned in
and turned in the right place and ensuring the assignments are completed neatly. I think
that the organization has really, really helped them out.
So since we’ve started working a lot more closely with the technology in my class,
students have been accessing more sort of professional level research for their research
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papers or even to supplement what we do in class. They’ve been looking at newspaper
articles. They’ve been watching professionally produced videos. They’ve just been
exposed to more authentic material than what would have been previously available in
the textbook.
Of the four interview participants who did not have the professional development,
none associated most closely with Stage 4. There were, however, instances during the
interviews in which participants in this group made statements that can be categorized as
Stage 4.
Ellen: So you know, trying to teach them how to use what they see on the Internet
in a helpful way that is using authentic material is a challenge for me. …Trying to teach
the students what is a good source and what isn’t, I mean that’s part of my job, which
wasn’t something I had initially thought of.
I’ll have the structure but they’re going to have to fill in the blanks much more
than they do now. Because I want them to take ownership for their learning.
John: I think the kids are more engaged.
I think the kids now, if it’s done the right way, can learn more which is why we’re
here, I think.
Logically speaking, kids lose their notes less because they press save and it’s
always there. I have kids like “I can’t find my notebook with my notes in it.” I think it
helps them be better organized. I think there is always an electronic copy and a hard
copy if they need it so those are advantages. PowerPoints are available to them 24/7. If
they’re on spring break or on safari in Africa, they can get to my course and pull up the
material. So they may not understand it cause it’s their first foray in a business class but
at least they can get to it.
Now the kids are trading on their phones with, there’s an app, and they’re trading
off their iPads. We used to have kids that would make 30 and 40 trades, now I got kids
that are making 30 and 40 trades a day. Their grade is based on their journal which is
what they bought, what they sold, why, what’s happening in the market, stuff they talk to
hopefully their mom or dad on the way home about.
Eric: I found that there are a noteworthy portion of kids, I’d throw out fractions
when I talk about this kind of stuff, but I think there’s a good chance that 20% of the
students that are working with them are too immature to be given something as useful or
with the potential to be turned into a toy. Kids playing games. Kids going to
inappropriate websites. Kids that are more busy with email and checking those sorts of
things.
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I have a great fear that they basically just figure that it’s being handed to them so
much that they don’t have to do anything. Even though I want them to add to the notes, a
lot of them don’t and I have a fear that they’re being handed so much that they don’t
know how to do enough for themselves and it kind of sometimes feels like...I’m just not
going to give you the notes, you guys are going to have to take them on your own. And so
I’m kind of torn.
I don’t know if some people may not consider it a problem but say in the before
school time or the after school time there were a significant number of kids who simply
just had their face in their laptop. You’d see eight kids sitting at a table and eight kids all
sitting there looking at a laptop and they’re all watching videos, music or playing a game
and there’s the potential the kids just don’t relate as human beings one to another about
what they’re doing in life and that sort of stuff.
Glen: Well I can tell you one of the weaknesses immediately because I just hassled
with a kid about how distracted he was with playing with other stuff instead of being
focused.
Definitely think that a strength is the ability to create things. Before we were
maybe doing pictures and diagrams and maybe putting some color on it. I mean this way
they can do things with sound and voice and images and moving pictures and I think it
just gives them more ability to create things.
Stage 5 – Collaboration. Of the four interview participants who had the
professional development, Rick associated most closely with Stage 5. He demonstrated
an eagerness to share the courses he had developed with others. He goes beyond
conversations and likes to show others what he has done in the LMS. He also finds he
benefits from hearing the ideas others have had.
Rick: Being one of the first people to use Haiku I have a lot of people that will ask
me questions about stuff that I’m doing, but a lot of times I end up hearing from them
when they’re talking about what they want to do, stuff that I hadn’t even thought about
doing.
[When asked what he tells others about how he is using technology] I mean, I’ll
usually show them. I think what a lot of people are struggling to get towards and what
I’ve been able to do more effectively this year is build a whole course so I really like to
show them what the layout of a course looks like and not just Haiku and not just how to
do different activities but how to actually organize and visualize a course, I think that’s
one of the things that I show them a lot. And also I think growing up more with the
technology a lot of times I try to show them a lot of things, kind of the shortcuts, quick
fixes and ways around things that might not be really obvious to them.
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Yeah, I mean it comes out informally in the learning teams and I’ve tried to
whenever we have conversations as a school or in smaller groups like in our class, to try
to share those, their experiences as much as possible. I think that one of the comments I
got from one of the other teachers was that having someone talk about seeing it work and
seeing it happen is sometimes the most helpful thing. So I’ve tried to share that with them
as much as possible.
Other participants also related to Stage 5. All interview participants from this
group expressed a desire to share and collaborate with others. They realized the benefit of
discussing both failures and successes.
Sam: The other AP Calculus teacher and I have talked about it. I shared with him
all those little applets that I found and he’s found some other things. … it’s mostly
sharing resources. Kind of emailing back and forth. There will be a new geometry
teacher coming in next year. I’ll work with her on some of that stuff - since we are doing
all the Haiku stuff, getting her to know what’s going on with that.
I’d definitely be willing to share the stuff once I‘ve got it all made properly. I’d
like for that to be out there for people.
Nelson: I try to [talk to others]. I try to all the time just because, being a
department chairman I’ve made a decision personally that I didn’t have the luxury of
complaining about the process anymore. I had to be proactive as far as…well ok I
understand your concerns, here’s some benefits. Yes cheerleading, call it what you will. I
try and talk to people all the time. Hey what are you doing? How is this working? Hey
come on in and check this out. I do reading circle work, small group work when we study
plays. I’ve invited members of our department. Hey come see how this works because in
Haiku it works a lot better than how I used to do it through Microsoft Sharepoint and it’s
a lot easier and there’s no login issues and this that and the other.
Folks who have been using Haiku and are more familiar with it, hey I want to sit
down and talk with them and I want to hear about what’s going on in their class because
too often when we sit down and talk it’s oh this broke, oh this didn’t work, and it’s more
troubleshooting. Which is definitely something I need to know about so I can step over
those rocks and not trip over them, but I also want to find out what’s going well.
My schedule is tough in that I’m off the first period of the day but I have library
prefect. So I see the teachers that come in the library. Then I’m off last period of the day
and everybody just wants to disperse and my primary interaction other than hallway
conversations and stuff like that is during lunch and that’s kind of a decompression time
in the middle of the day for all of us but I try as much as possible to listen in and
participate in the conversations when we start talking about technology use in the
classroom. I don’t know how effective I am. I don’t know how well it goes. But it’s that
one…that little chunk during the day when I try and see how things are going but at the
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same time it’s a 24 minute bite and you don’t always get people when they’re at their
best.
Curtis: I think that’s kind of how it works here. You find somebody who’s teaching
either the same subject or the same level and just pick their brains.
A lot of times what happens to is the people you happen to have your planning
periods with who are in your faculty lounge you might overhear a conversation or you
might see what’s going on over their shoulder on the screen and just kind of drop into
conversations that way.
I know [the principal] has talked about learning teams as a way to maybe try to
formalize that a little bit. Because it’s going to be really a necessary component but how
it’s going to fit into scheduling remains to be seen.
Of the four interview participants who did not have the professional development,
none associated most closely with Stage 5. There were instances during the interviews in
which participants in this group made statements that can be categorized as Stage 5.
Among this group, Ellen has the most experience collaborating with others. Glen is a
department chair and feels it is part of his role to collaborate with others in his
department.
Ellen: I took the Online School for Girls course and just being able to talk to
other people who are in similar situations or who’ve already been through this situation
that we find ourselves in. It was very helpful for them to troubleshoot, you know, I’m
having problems with this…just that interaction between colleagues was wonderful. So I
feel like I made some relationships there that I can email if I needed to and they would
help me.
In the teacher’s lounge, faculty lounge it’s good because when there are 5 or 6 of
us in there together we’re all on different levels and if anybody has a problem they’re
willing to help somebody else which is wonderful because we have the experts and we
have the ones going how do I turn this thing on. We really do have a divergent population
when it comes to technology.
John: Departments. Just within our department I’ll speak to some guys that use it.
That’s about it. They’ll send me links or I’ll send them links of things that, sports
marketing or this business law case is about this and we just try to share things that one
of us stumbled across. Not any more than that really. It’s probably more the content than
it is new ways I would guess.
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Glen: Well clearly we’re kind of focused department-wise as to how we’re going
to all implement together.
Stage 6 – Refocusing. None of the interview participants who had the
professional development associated most closely with Stage 6. The only supporting
evidence from the LoU interviews reflecting an association with Stage 6 came from
Curtis. Curtis was interested in opportunities for team teaching and collaboration among
faculty.
Curtis: …I think there’s some talk of maybe tweaking the schedule down the road
maybe investigating some different block schedule models and it would be nice if it would
…because I think if we want our students to [collaborate] then we’re going to need to do
that as teachers as well. Otherwise it’s going to ring false.
Of the four interview participants who did not have the professional development,
Glen associated most closely with Stage 6. Although Glen’s responses on the SoCQ
show him identifying most closely with Stage 6, there are no instances in the LoU
interview that support this. It is important to note that Glen’s second highest relationship
on the SoCQ, within two percentage points, was Level 0. It is not typical to see a split in
levels since one should proceed through the levels in order. When a participant’s highest
two levels of association are within a few percentage points, it seems likely that these two
stages would be adjacent. This split may be indicative of an issue that would make Glen
an outlier and not truly categorized at Level 6. In fact, his responses on the LoU interview
relate more closely with Level 0 Unconcern characteristics. This is a major split in stages
and a possible explanation is offered by George et al. (2006) “Thus, any tailing-up of the
Stage 6 concerns of a nonuser profile is a warning that the respondent might be resistant
to the one-to-one initiative. A more severe tailing up should be heeded as an alarm” (p.
42).
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Participants’ Levels of Use
Findings related to the LoU interviews are presented in this section. It is
organized according to the three emergent themes: use of technology tools, technology
integration, and perceptions of readiness. As indicated in Chapter 3, the data resulting
from the LoU interviews is used to answer the second research question.
Question 2: Do differences in responses on the Levels of Use interview protocol exist
between teachers who have and have not participated in the technology integration
training?
Analysis of LoU interview transcripts revealed that there are differences in
responses on the LoU interview protocol between teachers who have and have not
participated in the technology integration training. It is important to note that at the time
of the interviews, the one-to-one initiative had not been implemented. All teachers and
students did not have the portable computing devices. However, all faculty members did
have access to the LMS and available assistance with course creation. There was at least
one computer in all classrooms and students and teachers had access to computer labs as
well as other available computers in common areas. All faculty members at the school
were automatically associated with Level II Preparation because, albeit extrinsically, a
time to begin the one-to-one initiative had been set. Data collected from the LoU
interviews demonstrate where participants who have and who have not participated in the
technology integration professional development rank in the Levels of Use. A
description of the levels can be found in Appendix F. Table 6, previously shown on page
55 in Chapter 3, shows participants’ rankings. There was some fluctuation in categories
in the Levels of Use for all participants; however, the preponderance of evidence shows
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delineation between Levels of Use for the two groups. Participants who have not had the
technology integration training correlate to Level II Preparation. Those who have had the
technology integration training have moved beyond Level II to Levels III Mechanical
Use and IVA Routine.
In addition to correlations with Levels of Use, three themes emerged from the
analysis of the LoU interview transcripts: 1) use of technology tools; 2) technology
integration; and 3) perceptions of readiness to integrate technology. Supporting evidence
taken from the LoU interview transcripts coincides with each theme. The differences
found among participants from the two groups are outlined in this section by theme.
Theme 1: Use of technology tools. The eight participants in the LoU interviews
were not specifically asked about the technology tools they use in the classroom.
However, throughout the interviews, participants referenced specific tools they use. Table
8 shows the tools that participants mentioned using or planned to use in the upcoming
school year. The frequency count illustrates that participants who have had the
technology integration professional development mentioned the use of specific tools
twice as many times as those who have not had the technology integration training. It also
shows that those participants who have had the professional development mentioned
using a wider variety of technology tools. Those with professional development
mentioned 23 different types of tools. Those without the professional development
mentioned 16 different types of tools.
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Table 8. Use of Technology Tools
Type of Tool
Animation
Applets
Assessment tools
Audio/Video
Clickers
Devices for in-class use or lab
Google Docs
Grade book
Haiku LMS
Internet examples/sources (other than OER)
Lecture capture
Lecture notes
News feeds
Online dropbox
Open Educational Resources (Backchanneling,
Prezi, Glogster, OneNote, Voicethread)
Other Web 2.0 tools
Personal webpage
Plagiarism detection and feedback software
(Turnitin.com)
Presentation software
Projection
Sound/Voice recorders for student use
Subject specific software
Surveying
Wikis
Word processor
Total

PD - Yes
1
1
3
3
0
3
1
1
4
1
2
3
1
2
2

PD - No
1
0
0
3
1
2
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
2
0

4
1
2

1
0
0

3
3
0
1
1
1
2
46

3
1
2
1
0
1
1
23

Theme 2: Technology integration. Participants in this study discussed what they
felt were the benefits and barriers of technology integration as they related to teaching
and learning. First, the benefits and barriers to teaching are listed with the supporting
evidence from the LoU interview transcripts. Next, the benefits and barriers to learning
are listed with the supporting evidence from the LoU interview transcripts.
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Benefits and barriers to teaching. Both groups identified benefits and barriers of
technology integration to teaching. In this section, benefits are examined first, followed
by barriers.
Benefits to teaching. The participants in this study noted several benefits of
technology integration to teaching. Benefits relating to classroom management, student
engagement, formative evaluation, and access to materials were most frequently
identified.
Classroom management related activities described by participants from the
professional development group focused on ways the technology could enhance
organization and preparation, increase proximity control, and improve transitions
between activities.
Sam: I’m excited about the organization that it will allow me to have that I don’t
have now. So I think that sort of organization and just having things prepared to show so
the things do go a lot smoother and faster.
Nelson: I think there will be a lot more doing proximity control and moving
around the classroom almost constantly just to make sure the kids aren’t watching where
I am.
Curtis: I do use Google Forms now for them to sign up for outside reading so
that’s another thing that I used to have sheets of paper passed around the classroom and
now it’s just...it’s easier for them and it’s easier for me.
One participant from the non-professional development group discussed the use
of technology for classroom management. Ellen mentioned that in her classroom, the use
of clickers has reduced cheating and devices have been used to keep students occupied.
I use the clickers, the CPS which I absolutely love. That has reduced cheating
tremendously because they can’t look off each other because they have their little
[clicker] in their hand and it’s wonderful because they have instantaneous feedback.
Some of the student’s that are ADD/ADHD I’m allowing them to use their iPads
in class within reason. Some of them, it really works well for some of them because if
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they’re not doing something all the time they’re causing trouble so that really helps them.
I like it that way and those people are grateful that I’m letting them do that.
One member of the professional development group mentioned using technology
specifically to engage students.
Nelson: I don’t know if we’re supposed to or not supposed to, but I’ve started
seeing kids bring laptops and iPads into my class and it’s interesting that in the same
way that the concern the teachers have about students not paying closer attention, the
flipside of that is I saw students taking better, more detailed and quality notes because
they were able to key them directly into their device and they were more comfortable on
the device.
Student engagement was listed as a benefit by three of the four members of the nonprofessional development group.
Ellen: But I mean I think it’s a wonderful way for us to be moving in this direction
because it’s really helpful and the kids, you get their attention more because they’re used
to that. They don’t want to look at the book you know.
Eric: I think you can get a lot of kids more engaged, potentially. I think it allows
for much broader source of information. I try to use a lot of music and contemporary film
clips and different things and that are accessible especially through YouTube or
whatever. That is always going to engage kids more.
John: I think the kids are more engaged.
Of the participants from the group who had professional development, three out
of four named formative evaluation as a benefit of using technology for teaching.
Nelson: So right now they get to see the feedback, they can make notes, but then
they give the paper back. Well, the feedback that is on Turnitin.com…it’s there…I
actually can see on my TurnItIn screen when they’ve looked at their paper and read over
their own comments. So I can see, well John you keep making the same mistake and you
haven’t looked over any of these comments for the last four papers. Let’s look these over
and start making those adjustments.
If homework is due it might just be, all right I’ll check the dropbox at the
beginning of class after I do attendance. Oh, four of you guys didn’t turn in your
homework in the dropbox. Why not? And that conversation ensues.
Sam: If I could have access to their notes and journals it would make it really
easy for me to continue to monitor their feedback process and things like that.
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Curtis: The AP guys are going to do some original poetry composition and so I
created a wiki site for each one of them so they can publish that and then they can elicit
feedback from the class as opposed to just printing a hard copy for me and then me
making photocopies or whatever.
Of the group who did not have the professional development, only one listed formative
evaluation as a benefit. Ellen again mentioned the use of clickers for instantaneous
feedback.
… because they have their little [clicker] in their hand and it’s wonderful because
they have instantaneous feedback. The minute they turn their clicker in I can tell them
what their grade is.
There were instances where participants from both groups identified the benefit of
access to more, better, and authentic information to use in their classes. Those with the
professional development noted the following:
Rick: They’ve just been exposed to more authentic material than what would have
been previously available in the textbook.
Sam: It gives them more opportunities to explore because they can, like I said the
things in motion and you sort of visualize things a lot better where some people couldn’t
visualize them before. They can have more opportunity to practice because the places
where I can send them to practice things can give them answers, too and explanations. So
not only is it practicing problems and getting explanations they can do more than the rest
of us. Then there’s more opportunity to go over the lectures. So you can do everything
more I guess. As much as they need. It differentiates the learning a bit.
Those without the professional development noted this:
Eric: I think it allows for much broader source of information. …It gets kids
pursuing things, as your researching anything you start following leads, it allows kids to
follow different sorts of leads and then everybody can share the information that they got.
Glen: One of the strengths is that if you can’t, if your book, for example, has one
picture, by going to the Internet you may be able to find 20 different pictures or diagrams
or something that gives you maybe the level of detail that you want.
Ellen: That was wonderful because they had access to a whole lot more
information …And I think having everything up to date and current. I mean by the time
you get your textbook published it’s already out of date.
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Other benefits mentioned by the professional development group were
communication, flexibility of schedules, and the effect of being able to demand a higher
level of effort from the students.
Curtis: As a means of communication it’s great. Even something, this isn’t really
cutting edge necessarily, but just the way we can communicate grades back and forth.
Curtis: That’s another thing that I think technology can do is the flexibility. Right
now we have this old school schedule where everything is locked in and it’s very
traditional and I think that will evolve. Things are so much more flexible now that we
have access to the Internet and whatnot. We’ll have to see how we can leverage that.
Rick: I really hope that we see a step up in terms of the type of materials we
present to the students and the expectations of the work that we set for them. I’m really
hoping that we’ll see a higher level of effort demanded of them.
Barriers to teaching. Participants noted several possible barriers to teaching with
technology. From the professional development group, Sam noted that he floated
between classrooms during the day and that setting up the computer and projector would
take time in each class.
The main weakness is just transitioning between things. Making sure you’ve got it
all set up so that you don’t have to spend time between things. Which once you’ve done it
a time or two is easy. Just having it ready. I’m not in the same classroom all day, that’s a
little harder, but it’s not that big of a deal and you can train them pretty well to stay quiet
while switching from one thing to another. You know, waiting for the projector to warm
up, things like that. It’s not that big of a deal.
Curtis and Rick cited a lack of experience with teaching with technology and knew there
would be a learning curve.
Curtis: I don’t know exactly what the experience of reading a text
electronically…I’m old enough where I still read pretty much everything on a printed
page.
Rick: I think that the real weaknesses come with the fact that for me it’s the first
time through a lot of things so we have to, a lot of it’s learning a process, so there will be
things they usually get missed or there are glitches that make it difficult for them to get
some of the stuff.
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Curtis also noted that he hoped to keep a classroom set of books in case there were ever
any problems with the technology:
I do want to have a backup copy of our textbook. I hope to have a set of classroom
books just in case something simple like a power outage or something, a line gets cut and
our Internet connection goes down or something.
Nelson noted that the devices could be a distraction, but he was quick to point out that he
didn’t believe it would be any more of an issue than students doodling in a notebook or
the cell phones and calculators with games on them that they have now:
…it can be seen as another distraction. No more than cell phones or calculators
with games on them or just doodling in your book. …[The principal] sent out an article
that was talking about the Facebook Effect and you have to be more cognizant of
grabbing and holding their attention because now they’ll have a device that can very
easily commandeer that attention. More easily than a cell phone or doodling in your
book or something like that.
By contrast, every participant form the non-professional development group cited
misuse of the devices by students as a barrier they were concerned about.
Ellen: …well a lot of the students have their own iPads and things and so it’s not
what I’m doing with them, but what they’re doing with them when they shouldn’t be
doing anything like that.
John: There’s a tendency to goof off. And I have kids all the time that will have
multiple windows up.
Eric: I found that there are a noteworthy portion of kids, I’d throw out fractions
when I talk about this kind of stuff, but I think there’s a good chance that 20% of the
students that are working with them are too immature to be given something as useful or
with the potential to be turned into a toy. Kids playing games. Kids going to
inappropriate websites. Kids that are more busy with email and checking those sorts of
things.
Glen: Well, I can tell you one of the weaknesses immediately because I just
hassled with a kid about how distracted he was with playing with other stuff instead of
being focused.
Ellen also was concerned about technical issues that might arise and a lack of time to
implement technology:
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…sometimes the technology is such that you’re in the middle of something and it
goes away or and that’s really frustrating.
Part of it, this semester is usually when I do a lot more experimentation, but
because I’ve had my students so little I’m so far behind you know because the research
that they’re filling out forms and meeting with the students and all this kind of stuff I
figured out by the time I’m supposed to have had the first nine weeks, we just had report
cards, I only had my students six weeks instead of nine. So, instead of being able to open
myself up to some of the things I want to try I’m just trying to get through the material
and I’m way far behind.
Eric was concerned about the skill level of students impeding the use of the devices:
Now they may not know how to do a lot of things very well and you can help them
get through that, but it’s going to be a challenge at the beginning because it’s a good
chance 10% of them are going to be very technologically weak and they’re not going to
be able to figure out how to do this and how to do that and it’s going to take a lot of hand
holding.
Benefits and barriers to learning. Both groups identified benefits and barriers of
technology integration to learning. In this section, benefits are examined first, followed
by barriers.
Benefits to learning. Many benefits of technology integration for learning were
identified. All participants noted benefits, and there was not clear delineation between
groups. In the professional development group, Sam noted that technology creates more
opportunities to explore and practice and enables opportunity for differentiated learning:
So you can do everything more I guess. As much as they need. It differentiates the
learning a bit.
Nelson had observed students taking better quality notes since they could take
them in a format they is more comfortable to them:
…I saw students taking better, more detailed and quality notes because they were
able to key them directly into their device and they were more comfortable on the device.
Curtis liked the opportunities created for collaboration and real time access to
grades:
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I think probably looking forward the most beneficial aspects will be the
collaborative opportunities. Where they can work together. We’ve already done quite a
bit since taking your class with Google Docs for example.
Eliminating the need for printing progress reports that they might only get once a
term or twice a term now they have almost real time access to their grades.
Rick thought it helped the students to be more organized and offered them a chance to
learn more practical technology skills such as typing:
I think the strengths, certainly organization. I think that particularly in a school
were students are limited in what they can carry with them, even physically what they can
have on them, that I’ve seen the students are far more organized and with that are able to
be more proactive in terms of obtaining materials that have been lost or extra materials
that they might need.
For the students I think I see them stepping up to that and I think I see some of
those basic skills in terms of, not necessarily the 21st century skills, and the big picture,
but the more practical skills, lower level, just typing composition, organization. I think
that we’ll be able to teach them those more effectively. I think that we run into problems
now because we expect them but we don’t have a platform to teach them. So I think that it
will give us a place to do that.
Curtis and Rick both cited real time access to information.
Curtis: Students doing research now, for example…the access they have to
information without having to move around the city to go from library to library and just
kind of cross your fingers. They can do it all from an Internet connection.
Rick: I think they feel, they really like that things are available to them. They
genuinely lose a lot of stuff. They like having access to all the resources. I think that’s
one thing they really like. And they tend to really enjoy the activities that we are able to
do because I have access to the technology.
From the non-professional development group, all participants noted access to
more information as a benefit.
Ellen: Now I teach church history; obviously history isn’t going to change but our
reaction and response to history can change and plus we’re still finding out new things.
Archeologically speaking it wasn’t until the 1940s that they found the Dead Sea scrolls
and all that so they’re still coming up with other things but basically when that happens
we’ll know right away because we’ll have access to it.
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John: PowerPoints are available to them 24/7. If they’re on spring break or on
safari in Africa, they can get to my course and pull up the material. So they may not
understand it cause it’s their first foray in a business class but at least they can get to it.
Eric: It gets kids pursuing things, as your researching anything you start
following leads, it allows kids to follow different sorts of leads and then everybody can
share the information that they got.
Glen: I think we’re able to get more detail in some of our things that we’re
studying. We’re able to find more resources. We’re able to maybe get a fuller explanation
for things and then the big thing is we’re talking about process. How things work, so
we’re able to see things in action.
Ellen had observed more active learning when her students used the computers.
That was wonderful because they had access to a whole lot more information and
I saw a lot more active learning taking place than I could ever see in here because
they’re going to share things online with each other because they’re so accustomed to
that.
Ellen and John considered that it allowed for students to take ownership of their learning.
Ellen: I’ll have the structure but they’re going to have to fill in the blanks much
more than they do now. Because I want them to take ownership for their learning.
John: I’m for letting kids, steering them, and letting them learn it on their own,
than being spoon-fed like we were.
John also mentioned organization as a benefit:
Logically speaking, kids lose their notes less because they press save and it’s
always there. I have kids like, “I can’t find my notebook with my notes in it.” I think it
helps them be better organized. I think there is always an electronic copy and a hard
copy if they need it so those are advantages.
Eric hoped it would make students more facile at getting information. He hoped the
connections they could make would help with retention of the material:
I don’t know that I’m going to say that I think kids are going to be more
knowledgeable. Kids will be more facile in getting information.
Glen sited the ability to create things as the biggest benefit:
Definitely think that a strength is the ability to create things. Before we were
maybe doing pictures and diagrams and maybe putting some color on it. I mean this way
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they can do things with sound and voice and images and moving pictures and I think it
just gives them more ability to create things.
Barriers to learning. Few barriers to learning were identified by either group.
From the professional development group, Curtis had concerns about students being
overwhelmed with the amounts of information they had access to and their ability to
determine what information was quality. From the non-professional development group,
Eric was concerned that the possible poor technical skills of the students could inhibit
them. Both Curtis and Eric expressed apprehension about the students becoming more
physically isolated from one another.
Curtis: Sometimes I think… that because it’s so easy to work on a project without
physically getting together, sometimes they don’t ever necessarily come together. And
that could be a good thing because they’re very busy and they have conflicting schedules,
but there’s something about breathing the same air and being able to see each others
facial expressions and kind of being in the same room that still is important, and so I
think maybe we oversell that aspect of certain technologies where you can be working at
it from your bedroom at four in the morning and you never actually see the people that
you’re collaborating with.
Eric: [In previous school]…before school time or the after school time there were
a significant number of kids who simply just had their face in their laptop. You’d see
eight kids sitting at a table and eight kids all sitting there looking at a laptop and they’re
all watching videos, music, or playing a game and there’s the potential the kids just don’t
relate as human beings one to another about what they’re doing in life and that sort of
stuff.
Theme 3: Perceptions of readiness. Participants from both groups made
statements reflecting their readiness to integrate technology into the curriculum. The
statements made can be categorized into three subthemes: confidence, planning for
change, and collaboration.
Confidence. During the LoU interviews, participants made comments relating to
their confidence that they were ready to integrate technology into the curriculum and
move to a one-to-one environment. Although it appears that all participants seem
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confident of their success with technology integration regardless of group, the motivation
for the confidence is difference.
The professional development group appears to be confident because they are
prepared for change.
Sam: I think I’m probably about halfway where I need to be. I’ve got a lot of
resources. I’ve got everything sort of organized; it’s just a matter of implementing it all
properly and figuring out how much of it to use really.
Nelson: I’m probably, as far as the faculty here, I would hope that I’m middle of
the road. In the sense that I’m not afraid of it. I’m not actively rejecting it or against it.
I’m not bitter about its implementation.
Curtis: Well, from an attitudinal perspective, I’m very open to it, it doesn’t scare
me. I’m not defensive about it. I don’t have a very negative reaction in any way. Now
from an awareness and a sort of ability perspective I’m probably still kind of a beginner
or an advanced beginner. So I know I have a lot to learn and I want to balance it to.
Rick: The use of the technology, I feel fine. I think that most of my struggles I’m
sure come from just being very new to and developing instruction and curriculum design.
…I would be having the same troubles if I was doing this with a textbook. …I feel pretty
confident about the technology. I think that most of my bumps come from figuring out the
best way for me to use it as an instructor not necessarily as someone working with
technology.
The non-professional development group appears to be confident because they
don’t believe their classes will change much.
Ellen: I’d say [I’m] right in the middle. I mean I’m not starting. I know a lot, but
I’ve not used a lot of it that I know. So, I’m frustrated in that I won’t be able to jump right
in next year with the freshman teachers, but I’m not afraid like I was. I was scared to
death. I’m not afraid. There’s no fear. I’m going to jump in. I know we’re going to do it.
And I know as I move along things are going to work out because they always do. And
once you do it then you find out you know a lot more than you think you do.
John: I’m trying to find more things, but there really is not going to be, in my
class, the difference. They’ve had a desktop, now they’re just going to have a laptop. So
it’s, the one-to-one, for my 50 minutes isn’t really going to change. I don’t think.
Eric: I think I’m in good shape. I think I do a lot of things and use a lot of
technology. …I’m sure there are some people that are going to do more clever and
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creative things than I am or I am currently doing, but I also feel like I’m pretty
comfortable with what I’m doing.
Glen: I like where I’m at in terms of how I blend in technology. …As far as a
teacher [I’m] probably way ahead of most of the rest of the faculty. As far as technology
people I don’t know Jack or Binion. I don’t know either of them guys. Right? But as far
as implementing it in my classroom it’s like a continuing process that I started years ago
so for me I guess I’m ahead …And maybe that’s because I can’t imagine how it will be
different yet.
Planning for change. Planning for the impending move to a one-to-one
environment was a factor that participants addressed when discussing their preparation.
The participants who had the professional development already had their Haiku LMS
sites set up. In planning, they were looking for more and better materials and evaluating
the materials they currently use.
Sam: We have Haiku and the PowerPoints and things, but yeah, things that will
help them so they can use it on their own. I’m trying to find easier stuff for them.
And even if, it’s just like teaching regularly there’s going to be stuff that I’ll look
at and think this is going to be great and then they’ll do it and it doesn’t work at all the
way I wanted it to. Which is going to be a new way to do the same thing or find another
resource but I think we all know that none of it is 100%.
Nelson: If we’re going to go to the OER based classrooms where we have to find
the information and compile it, I’m looking for ways to make sure that I keep my students
current without violating copyright law. Trying to find those more contemporary pieces
of writing so that they can see that writing.
Curtis: What I try to do is…a lot of this stuff I’ll say listen this is kind of a beta
test. So… you tell me what’s, and sometimes we’ll even go through that formally at the
end, what worked best. You know, what are the highlights? What are some areas where
we can improve?
Rick: Especially like [professional development leader] gave us like a list at one
point of stuff and that was really was cool because I’m at a point where I can look at it
and get a general sense of what it does and figure out how to use it. So it’s nice for me to
have a list of things and just go try something and evaluate them.
…[the students] do a course assessment at the midpoint and at the end and in
there, there is space for them to talk about Haiku, and they do.
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All of the participants were all trying different aspects of the technology and their new
materials with current students.
Sam: Some of the stuff they said is really helpful and then sometimes it’s like if
I’m absent then they I post a Kahn Academy video or something, and somebody tells me
it was a pointless video or it was a good video or they like it, you know. So it’s just I need
to go through a bunch of stuff to figure out what is effective and what’s not effective.
Nelson: I did just do one assignment that I had them solely submit to Turnitin.com
and didn’t even take the paper copy. I tried grading it through Turnitin.com.
Curtis: Now that we’re using Haiku… it’s so easy to set up little collaborative
projects. I’ll have the guys do one act plays and they’ll work together and I just go in and
I set up little wiki sites.
Rick: So since we’ve started working a lot more closely with the technology in my
class, students have been accessing more sort of professional level research for their
research papers or even to supplement what we do in class. They’ve been looking at
newspaper articles. They’ve been watching professionally produced videos. They’ve just
been exposed to more authentic material than what would have been previously available
in the textbook.
Nelson was also considering the physical changes he would be making in his room:
It’s going to change the physical layout of my classroom. The grid system is not
going to work…
By contrast, the members of the group who had not had the professional
development were starting to build their Haiku sites. Ellen was compiling information,
but not currently building a site:
I have a special area where I’m compiling things that I want to put when I do my
Haiku pages. So I’m stacking resources, but I haven’t done that yet and I’m one of those
people that until I needed them I’m not going to do it.
John was looking for new lesson ideas and discarding lessons and activities that did not
work well as he began building his site.
When I’m throwing things over to Haiku now I’m getting rid of stuff that didn’t
work right or I didn’t like or we didn’t use.
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He was also considering the physical changes that would happen when they removed the
desktop lab from his room and replaced it with desks and chairs for the students:
I think I’ll lose a little control because of the mobility… I think they’re going to
give me back desks or chairs and so they’ll be able to, five of them go over here and
meet. It’s kind of hard right now with desktops to have five of them meet, so that, I’ll have
to do a little more group stuff I think.
Eric was looking for different sources of information for his classes:
In setting up my Haiku, I’ve been forced in a sense to go and find more sources of
information and different sorts of things and that’s led me to some interesting thing. Then
I’ve used some of it in class and things.
Glen had some content that was growing. He was working on creating some Quick Time
videos from PowerPoints he had created.
I have some PowerPoints that I’ve collected over the years and or put together
over the years and what I’d kind of like to do with a couple of those, because again we’re
talking process, is currently working on trying to make some of the things on there move
and then I’m going to save it as a Quicktime so that the process essentially flows rather
than just goes slide to slide to slide.
Collaboration. Participants were asked in the LoU interview if they were
currently collaborating with others regarding technology integration. There was a
distinction in the responses given by participants in the two groups. The professional
development group expressed an eagerness to work with others and share their efforts.
For example, Sam mentioned how he planned to help a new teacher to get started with
setting up her Haiku page:
There will be a new geometry teacher coming in next year. I’ll work with her on
some of that stuff - since we are doing all the Haiku stuff, getting her to know what’s
going on with that.
Nelson spoke of inviting others to come see what he was doing with his course and how
he worked regularly with others in his department.
I try and talk to people all the time. Hey what are you doing? How is this
working? Hey come on in and check this out. I do reading circle work, small group work
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when we study plays. I’ve invited members of our department. Hey come see how this
works because in Haiku it works a lot better than how I used to do it…
Curtis also spoke of working with another teacher in his department and a desire for more
time for team teaching and collaboration:
Yeah I think within our department. Probably Nelson because he teaches seniors
like I do. And I think that’s kind of how it works here. You find somebody who’s teaching
either the same subject or the same level and just pick their brains.
One of the things that we talk about collaboration with the students…it would be
nice to create some opportunities for team teaching maybe. Kind of like what [two
teachers] are doing in math. Now they do it on their own in their planning periods more
or less. But I think there’s some talk of maybe tweaking the schedule down the road
maybe investigating some different block schedule models and it would be nice if it would
because I think if we want our students to do that then we’re going to need to do that as
teachers as well.
Rick often offers to show other faculty how he has set up and organized his course in
Haiku. He also likes to show others technology tips, tricks, and shortcuts:
I mean, I’ll usually show them. I think what a lot of people are struggling to get
towards and what I’ve been able to do more effectively this year is build a whole course
so I really like to show them what the layout of a course looks like and not just Haiku and
not just how to do different activities but how to actually organize and visualize a course,
I think that’s one of the things that I show them a lot. And also I think growing up more
with the technology a lot of times I try to show them a lot of things, kind of the shortcuts,
quick fixes and ways around things that might not be really obvious to them.
The non-professional development group did not express the same enthusiasm
about their collaborative efforts. They did not mention any formal collaboration. Ellen
had taken the Online School For Girls technology integration course. She keeps up with
two individuals from that course and tries ideas they share with her:
So one of the people talked about what they did with the reformation, which was
unusual because it was in a history class and not a church history class. But I was able to
take some of the ideas that he had and incorporate them into what I did which worked
really well.
She often engages in informal discussions in the faculty lounge and with a first year
teacher that she feels is “very adept with technology.”
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In…the faculty lounge it’s good because when there are five or six of us in there
together we’re all on different levels and if anybody has a problem they’re willing to help
somebody else…
John shares links and resources via email with others in his department:
They’ll send me links or I’ll send them links of things that, sports marketing or
this business law case is about this and we just try to share things that one of us stumbled
across. Not any more than that really.
Eric is not formally collaborating with anyone else. He does often offer encouragement to
others since he has experience with a one-to-one environment:
But I’m just kind of a sort of a seed in the trenches of just trying to tell everybody
not to worry about it so much. It can work. We can do these things. And try to allay some
fears I guess.
Glen is not collaborating with anyone formally, but works closely with his department as
they focus on the implementation:
Well clearly we’re kind of focused department-wise as to how we’re going to all
implement together.
Chapter Summary
This research sought to investigate teachers’ perceptions of their readiness to
implement new technology into their curriculum. It investigated the concerns and
perceptions of preparedness of teachers who had and who had not participated in
prescribed technology integration training. Through the SoCQ, participants’ concerns
about technology integration were identified. Data collected through the LoU interview
protocol showed delineation between the two groups. Participants who have not had the
technology integration training correlate to Level II Preparation. Those who have had the
technology integration training have moved beyond Level II to Levels III Mechanical
Use and IVA Routine. Through the LoU interviews, three themes concerning
participants’ preparedness to implement the one-to-one initiative emerged. These themes
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were use of technology tools, technology integration, and perceptions of readiness. A
summation of participants’ Stages of Concern and the themes and sub-themes relating to
Levels of Use along with supporting evidence were organized by each research question
and presented in this chapter.
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Chapter 5 – Discussion
The purpose of this research was to investigate teachers’ perceptions of their
readiness to implement new technology with the curriculum. The views of teachers who
had and who had not participated in prescribed technology integration professional
development were examined. The research included a study of their concerns about the
new one-to-one technology initiative at their school and how these concerns may have
changed through participation in the prescribed professional development. It also
included a study of their current technology use and their plans for change with the oneto-one initiative. The study asked how professional development related to teachers’
concerns regarding technology integration and what differences in technology use exist
between teachers who have and have not had the professional development. Through the
analysis of data, differences in the two groups’ responses on the SoCQ and LoU
instruments were observed. These differences and emergent themes were reported in
Chapter 4. The objective of this chapter is to interpret these findings and situate them
within the literature. The interpretation of the findings is presented first. It is followed by
limitations of the study, recommendations for future research, and implications.
Interpretation of the Findings
The findings of this study contribute to the existing body of literature in two
significant ways. First, the findings support the literature on 21st century learning
environments and the benefits and barriers of technology integration. Second, the
findings provide support for the characteristics of effective professional development for
technology integration.
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21st century learning environments. Participants made statements during their
interviews that reflected a shift from the conventional classroom to a 21st century
classroom. They spoke of the one-to-one initiative allowing for more collaboration
among students, access to more and better authentic materials, a move towards the use of
more higher-order thinking skills, and student responsibility for learning. A change in
classroom layout and a move to a more flexible schedule were also mentioned. These
themes are reflective of earlier research findings by Brown, 2001; Cuban, 2001; Harris
Helm et al., 2010; Partnership, 2009; and Windschitl and Sahl, 2002.
Benefits and barriers of technology integration. Recent literature describes
several benefits and barriers to technology integration. The participants in this study also
recognized many of the same benefits and barriers. Access to more, better, and authentic
resources was listed as a benefit by all participants (Cuban, 2001; Harris Helm et al.,
1999; Mouza, 2008). Motivation and student engagement was also cited as a benefit
(Greaves et al., 2010). One participant viewed the increased opportunity for students to
create as being the greatest benefit (Cuban, 2001).
Barriers acknowledged by participants were also echoed in the literature.
Participants cited external demands on their time as being one barrier to implementation
(Cuban, 2001). They also noted the myriad of resources they had to go through and select
from and the consequent fear of violating copyright law (Banister, 2010; Cuban, 2001;
Leh et al., 2005). They wanted to see technology integration in use and data showing
results – a model of success (Banister, 2010; Leh et al., 2005; Schrum & Glassett, 2006;
U.S. Department of Education, 2010). Student misuse was also cited as a fear of
technology integration (Project Tomorrow, 2010). Some participants were concerned
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about their own skill level; however, most were much more concerned about the skill
level of other teachers at the school. This concern was in line with the recent findings of
Ertmer et al. (2012). Participants also saw the need for additional policy and staff to
support their technology integration efforts (McGrail, 2005; Okojie & Olinzock, 2006).
Effective professional development. The differences found between the groups
who had and who had not had the professional development gives credence to the
characteristics of effective professional development. The prescribed technology training
fit the definition of professional development as ascribed by Dall’Alba and Sandberg
(2006). Its purpose was to enhance professional skill, to keep participants up-to-date, and
to support change in the school. The training also reflected the themes of effective
professional development for technology integration: focus on content, provide
opportunity for hands-on work, and stay consistent with teachers’ needs (Hew & Brush,
2007).
George et al. (2006) stated that a progression through the SoC usually occurs with
time, successful experience, and the acquisition of new knowledge and skills. Therefore,
it was hypothesized that differences would exist between participants who had the
professional development and those who had not. Through data collection and analysis,
directional differences, though non-significant were observed. These differences are
highlighted in this section organized by research question.
Two data sources were used to answer the research questions for this study. The
SoCQ along with supporting evidence from the LoU interviews was used to answer the
first research question. The LoU interview was used to answer the second research
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question. As previously referenced on page 40, alignment of the data sources with each
research question can be found in Table 2.
Question 1: Do differences in concerns expressed through the Stages of Concern
questionnaire and Levels of Use interview protocol exist between teachers who have and
have not participated in the technology integration training?
Differences in the data collected from the two groups through the SoCQ and
analyzed using Chi-squared analysis were not found to be statistically significant;
however, there were observable differences. These data, along with supporting evidence
from the LoU were used to answer the first research question.
Data collected through the SoCQ shows a total of 25% of respondents who have
had the professional development relate to Stage 3 Management or above. By contrast,
7% of respondents who have not had the professional development relate to Stage 3
Management or above. The two respondents who have not had the professional
development and relate to a stage above Stage 3 both relate to Stage 6 and may be
considered outliers. Data collected through the LoU interview was used to provide
additional information concerning possible differences between groups. There were
participants from both groups who most closely identified with Stage 0 Unconcern, Stage
1 Informational, and Stage 2 Personal. However, differences were noted in their
responses that were categorized in these stages. Differences were also noted in responses
categorized as Stage 5 Collaboration.
For Stage 0 Unconcern, supporting evidence shows delineation between the two
groups. It shows that there are multiple reasons for participants’ lack of concern about the
initiative. These include other job-related responsibilities, a lack of a sense of urgency for
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implementation, prior experience with technology, and a lack of vision for how the
initiative will actually change current practice. While evidence of the first three reasons is
noted in both groups, lack of a visualization of change was only noted by participants in
the group that had not had the professional development. Hew and Brush (2007) and
Ertmer et al. (1999) stated that a shared vision is one strategy to overcoming barriers to
technology integration. It is possible that the vision of the one-to-one initiative has not
been fully communicated to those who have not had professional development.
There appeared to be a difference between groups in Stage 1 Informational. The
participants who had the professional development were seeking information on better
resources to facilitate teaching and learning. The participants who had not had the
professional development were also interested in new resources, but did not appear to be
actively seeking specific information.
Stage 2 Personal dealt with concerns about participants’ own feelings of
inadequacy related to implementing the one-to-one initiative. Wang et al.(2004) believe
that self-efficacy plays a role in willingness to integrate technology. Participants from
both groups had concerns about their ability to meet the demands of the one-to-one
initiative. While all participants expressed confidence, those who had the professional
development were confident because they felt prepared. Those who did not have the
professional development were confident because they did not anticipate change.
For Stage 5 Collaboration, both groups mentioned instances in which they had
shared information with others. The difference between groups is that the group who had
professional development expressed a desire to assume leadership in sharing. They
wanted to share what they had developed with others.
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These differences demonstrate that although both groups made statements
representing examples of different stages of concern, the motivation behind the
statements was often different. This would not be made apparent by analysis of the SoCQ
alone. Further analysis is important to look at the motivations behind the concerns.
Question 2: Do differences in responses on the Levels of Use interview protocol exist
between teachers who have and have not participated in the technology integration
training?
Differences do exist in responses on the LoU interview between teachers who
have and have not participated in the prescribed technology integration training.
Participants in the LoU interview who have not had the professional development rank at
Level II Preparation. Those who have had the professional development rank at Level III
Mechanical Use or Level IVA Routine. This higher ranking by the professional
development group includes consistent higher scores in all seven categories in the LoU.
Through analysis of the LoU interview transcripts, three overarching themes
emerged: use of technology tools, technology integration, and perceptions of readiness.
These themes highlight differences between the two groups and therefore support the
characteristics of effective professional development. Alignment of the themes with the
research question is presented in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Alignment of Themes With Research Question Two

Use of Technology Tools. A question was added to the demographics section of
the SoCQ that asked participants if they currently use technology in their classrooms. Of
the 45 participants, 43 responded that they did. The survey did not ask participants to
elaborate or identify frequency or any specific forms of technology use. When the
technology coordinator at the school was asked to identify those teachers who use
technology more than once a week and for purposes greater than typing and Internetbased research, only 16 teachers were identified. This may indicate a discrepancy in how
teachers define technology use and how the support staff and administration expect them
to use technology. If there is a discrepancy, it may affect professional development
activities planned for these teachers, a concept that is in line with other research.
Teachers’ self-reporting of their needs is often used to determine professional
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development activities. This data may not be accurate because studies show that teachers
often report greater-than-actual levels of use of educational technology (Kopcha &
Sullivan, 2007). Instances during the LoU interview in which participants referenced
specific use of technology may provide more insight. Although participants were not
asked directly about the types of technology tools they use, those who had the prescribed
professional development mentioned specific tools twice as many times during the LoU
interviews as those who had not had the professional development. They also mentioned
a wider variety of tools.
The availability of technology at the site of research is extensive. There are
computers in all classrooms, several computer labs, high-speed Internet access in all
classrooms, and numerous other tools available to check out. This widespread availability
mirrors the NCES report in which the authors found that 97% of public school teachers
had at minimum one computer in the classroom on a daily basis and 96% had Internet
connectivity. Teachers participating in this research reported having access to other
technological devices such as LCD or DLP projectors, interactive whiteboards, and
digital cameras. Yet, when asked about the use of computers during instructional time,
only 40% of teachers reported using them (Gray et al., 2010). There are numerous
possibilities for this difference in technology use between groups. Statements made by
participants highlight two. Ellen was interested in information that would bolster her
technology skills. This is an important concern as Kalny (1999) found that teachers must
have appropriate technology skills to be effective in a 21st century learning environment.
Perhaps users in the non-professional development group would have mentioned using
more technology if they were more confident in their skills. Another reason they may
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have mentioned using technology tools less than the professional development group is
because all of them mentioned being concerned that students would misuse the devices.
This sentiment was found in other research in which student misuse was cited as a barrier
(Project Tomorrow, 2010).
Technology integration. Participants from both groups identified benefits and
barriers of technology integration for both teaching and learning. Benefits to teaching
identified by both groups included classroom management, student engagement, access to
materials and formative evaluation. The professional development group listed additional
benefits such as communication, flexibility of schedules, and demanding a higher level of
effort from the students.
Barriers were also identified by both groups. While the professional development
group focused on logistics and learning curves, the non-professional development group
all mentioned fearing the devices would be misused by the students. They are not alone in
this fear. Project Tomorrow’s 2009 Speak Up survey found that of teachers surveyed,
76% fear students will be distracted and 33% have concerns that students will use the
devices to cheat (Project Tomorrow, 2010).
Perceptions of readiness. Participants made statements that related to their
preparedness to integrate technology. The theme of perceptions of readiness can be
further broken down into three sub-themes: confidence, planning for change, and
collaboration.
All participants presented themselves as confident that they would be successful in
implementing the one-to-one initiative. The main difference between the groups is the
source of their self-efficacy. The professional development group noted feeling prepared
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for the change while the majority of the non-professional development group were
confident because they did not feel their courses would change much. These differences
are reflected in the literature. Teachers who have had access to quality training report
more confidence, skill, and knowledge of new ways to use technology (Zhao, 2007). The
use of technology but lack of vision of change by those who have not had the
professional development reinforces the belief that teachers’ practices often do not
change because of technology integration initiatives (Cuban, 2001; McGrail, 2005;
Windschitl & Sahl, 2002; Zhao, 2007). Rather, teachers take prepared lessons and try to
find ways to use technology in that lesson (Okojie & Olinzock, 2006). They are not
actually changing anything fundamental about the way they teach.
All participants in the LoU interviews were planning for the move to a one-to-one
environment. Those who had the professional development course had already built a
course in the LMS. None of the participants from the non-professional development
group had a course built in the LMS.
There were also differences in collaborative efforts of those who had and had not
participated in the professional development. While the non-professional development
group had experience sharing resources they had found with others in their departments
or sharing technology tips and tricks, the professional development group had courses
developed that they wanted to share with others. They assumed a leadership role in
sharing and looked for opportunities to share with their colleagues.
!

!

!
!
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The differences observed between the two groups help to answer both of these research
questions:
1. Do differences in concerns expressed through the Stages of Concern questionnaire
and Levels of Use interview protocol exist between teachers who have and have
not participated in the technology integration training?
2. Do differences in responses on the Levels of Use interview protocol exist between
teachers who have and have not participated in the technology integration
training?
Both questions are answered in the affirmative. Yes, the two groups express different
concerns. Those differences center on motivations behind feelings of unconcern, the
search for information regarding the one-to-one initiative, perceptions of personal
adequacy, and issues with collaborative efforts. Yes, there are also differences in
responses to the LoU interview protocol. Those differences center on technology tools,
technology integration, and perceptions of readiness. These noted differences also
provide support for the effectiveness of the prescribed professional development.
The differences found between the two groups in this study support the findings of
Garet et al. (2001) which state the importance of providing professional development that
is intensive and sustained and focuses on content, active learning, coherence, and
integration into daily activities. However, the finding in this study that generates the most
cause for further examination is the difference in motivation behind concern and levels of
use. Participants who had the professional development felt confident about the use of
technology in their classrooms and were preparing for the changes it will enable. Those
who had not had the professional development felt confident because they did not
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envision change. The work of previous researchers has shown us that teachers’
pedagogical beliefs are a stronger indicator of their valuation of technology integration
than skill (Basham et al., 2005). Becker (2001) and Franklin (2007) emphasize that
teachers who hold a constructivist pedagogy are better prepared to integrate technology.
This study did not examine participants’ pedagogical beliefs. However, the professional
development provided did introduce participants to activities and methods of instruction
that are categorized as constructivist. These include authentic assessments,
cooperative/collaborative learning activities, project-based learning, and discovery-,
reflective-, and inquiry-based learning. From this, the conclusion may be drawn that
although we do not know the participants’ pedagogical affiliation, the exposure of the
professional development group to an approach of technology integration using
constructivist techniques may have contributed to their more frequent technology use,
their more challenging uses of technology, and their confidence in their higher
perceptions of preparedness.
Limitations
This study represents a broad brushstroke over the topic of teachers’ preparation
to implement a one-to-one initiative. There are several limitations that must be noted.
•

Although some differences between groups were noted, there was no statistical
significance in responses on the SoCQ. The lack of statistical significance can likely
be attributed to the small sample size.

•

Another aspect affecting the outcomes of the data is the other factors that may have
affected a participants’ SoC. These factors include other forms of professional
development such as participation in the Online School for Girls course, previous
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experience with technology integration, perceptions about the one-to-one initiative,
and pedagogical beliefs. These factors were not considered during this study.
•

The questions that anchored this study asked what differences existed. They did not
ask why. There were different aspects of the professional development that could
have contributed to the differences observed between groups. These different aspects
were not examined. Participants’ responses to individual statements on the SoCQ
were not examined.

Recommendations for Further Research
The purpose of this study was to capture the concerns and perceptions of teachers at
an independent, Catholic, all-boys high school. The scope of this case study was very
narrow. Room exists for future studies at this particular site of research as well as in the
field of technology integration in K-12 education as a whole. Similar research should be
conducted at diverse schools and with larger numbers of participants. In this section, the
recommendations made for future research focus on this specific site of research.
•

Although all teachers at the site of research were included as possible participants for
the SoCQ, only teachers identified as technology integrators were considered to
participate in the LoU interviews. Further research should also look at teachers who
were not identified as technology integrators. The voice of these participants is
important as the site moves forward with the one-to-one initiative. These teachers can
provide more insight into areas that should be addressed by future professional
development or other interventions.

•

Participants who were selected to participate in the LoU interviews were identified as
top technology integrators. Some of the teachers identified as top integrators had not
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had the prescribed professional development. Further research should be conducted to
determine the factors other than the prescribed professional development that affected
their technology use. This should include other forms of professional development,
experience, and pedagogical beliefs, which may be a stronger indicator than skill
(Basham et al., 2005; Becker, 2001; Franklin, 2007; Wang et al., 2004).
•

Lawless and Pellegrino (2007) noted that current research does not compare the
degree to which each characteristic of professional development affects teaching and
learning. Through this research, it was found that participation in the prescribed
professional development did make a difference in teachers’ relation to the Stages of
Concern and their responses on the LoU. The prescribed professional development
had many different aspects associated with it. We do not know which aspect of the
professional development was effective. Further studies are needed to determine
which characteristics of professional development have the greatest effect on teaching
and learning. However, this may be a challenge. Though there is much literature
centered on professional development for technology integration, there is a definite
deficit in research focusing on assessing professional development and its impact on
teacher practice and student learning (Penuel et al., 2007).

•

A more in-depth analysis of responses to the SoCQ is recommended to gain better
insight into why participants associate most closely to particular stages. This may
provide a better description of why a participant is most closely associated with a
stage and possibly reveal more differences between the groups. This may also allow
for better connections to be made between specific concerns and components of
professional development.
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•

The data collected through this research best serves as an early piece in a longitudinal
study. It will be important to follow these teachers through the implementation of the
one-to-one initiative. A comparison of data from both the SoCQ and LoU taken
during this study and taken again after one year of implementation will allow the
teachers’ perceptions to be compared to their actions during implementation. A metaanalysis of PT3 grant projects recommends surveys and questionnaires be used to
effectively track technology proficiency over time (Mims, et. al., 2006).

Implications
The implications of this research are important to legislators, school
administrators and technology coordinators, teacher educators, and classroom teachers.
Implications for legislators. Legislators appear to have gotten the message that
professional development for teachers is essential to the successful implementation of
technology initiatives in K-12 schools. This is evident by the addition of a requirement
that a percentage of funding allocated for technology integration be spent on professional
development (ATTAIN, 2011; EETT, 2001; Race to the Top, 2009). It may benefit
legislators to outline the types of professional development that may be funded along
with the intended results or to do follow-up studies on the impact the professional
development had in achieving the goals of the initiative.
Implications for administrators and technology coordinators. This research
echoes earlier findings that teachers tend to report greater-than-actual levels of
technology use (Kopcha & Sullivan, 2007). When making determinations as to what
types of professional development to offer for technology integration, those responsible
need to clearly define technology use, goals, and intended outcomes. The characteristics
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of effective professional development must also be considered. It is important to note that
the focus of professional development should not be limited to skills training. Providing
opportunities for teachers to examine and practice constructivist techniques is perhaps
more essential.
It is also important to know concerns about technology integration that teachers
hold as well as their current levels of technology use. Even more importantly,
administrators and coordinators should reassess these concerns and levels after
professional development to be sure it is generating results in both areas. It is the job of
the administration and technology coordinators to keep their fingers on the pulse of the
faculty.
Implications for teacher education programs. Current legislation requires
technology be incorporated into K-12 schools (ESEA, 2010; NCLB, 2003). It is a role of
teacher preparatory programs to assist in preparing teachers for this task. Participants in
the group that did not have the professional development had trouble envisioning the new
one-to-one environment. They also had strong concerns about possible classroom
management challenges the new environment would bring. As the expectations for
technology use in K-12 schools, such as those set forth by ISTE’s NETS*T and NETS*S,
continue to grow more prevalent, it will become pertinent for all areas of the teacher
preparation curriculum to include a technology component. This cannot be left up to one
technology integration course.
Implications for classroom teachers. Wang et al. (2004) believe that self-efficacy
plays a role in willingness to integrate technology. Teachers must seek out opportunities
to increase their self-efficacy. This starts by doing a self-assessment of concerns and
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needs. There are Stages of Concern and Levels of Use that all teachers relate to during
the change process. Recognizing one’s own concerns and levels is the first step in
moving forward. Engaging in professional development that is designed to meet a
teacher’s needs in the next.
Conclusion
Differences in SoC and LoU exist between teachers who have and who have not
participated in prescribed professional development. These differences include
motivations supporting self-efficacy, preparation, collaborative efforts, use of technology
tools, and the perceived benefits and barriers of technology integration. There were
several limitations to this study. These limitations can be addressed through future studies
at this site of research. The findings of this study corroborate other research found in the
body of literature on the topics of technology integration in K-12 schools and
professional development for technology integration. Implications from this study will
benefit legislators, school administrators and technology coordinators, teacher educators,
and classroom teachers.
Technology is paving the way for changes to K-12 schools of the 21st century. As
teachers’ concerns are addressed and levels of use are increased, it is my hope that all
teachers feel the sense of excitement and energy articulated by Curtis, a participant in this
study: “I think that it’s really an exciting time to be a teacher. I’ve been teaching for a
long time but I’m pretty jazzed up about it or sort of feel reinvigorated in the last year or
so. And largely because of some of the things that technology offers and the movement to
the one-to-one school.”
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Appendix A
The Stages of Concern Questionnaire
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,.7(37#1#.+$('$%(+#.+,/3$,.7(37#1#.+$2,+"$+"#$(.#E+(E(.#$,.,+,/+,7#9$!"/.5$:(&$*('$+/5,.4$
+,1#$+($8(1%3#+#$+",)$+/)59$
$
G9$H$/1$8(.8#'.#0$/6(&+$)+&0#.+);$/++,+&0#)$+(2/'0$+"#$(.#E+(E(.#$,.,+,/+,7#9$@$G$I$J$K$L$M$N$
I9$H$.(2$5.(2$(*$)(1#$(+"#'$/%%'(/8"#)$+"/+$1,4"+$2('5$6#++#'9$@$G$I$J$K$L$M$N$
J9$H$/1$1('#$8(.8#'.#0$/6(&+$/.(+"#'$,..(7/+,(.9$@$G$I$J$K$L$M$N$
K9$H$/1$8(.8#'.#0$/6(&+$.(+$"/7,.4$#.(&4"$+,1#$+($('4/.,O#$1:)#3*$#/8"$0/:9$@$G$I$J$K$L$M$N$
L9$H$2(&30$3,5#$+($"#3%$(+"#'$*/8&3+:$,.$+"#,'$&)#$(*$+"#$(.#E+(E(.#$,.,+,/+,7#9$@$G$I$J$K$L$M$N$
M9$H$"/7#$/$7#':$3,1,+#0$5.(23#04#$(*$+"#$(.#E+(E(.#$,.,+,/+,7#9$@$G$I$J$K$L$M$N$
N9$H$2(&30$3,5#$+($5.(2$+"#$#**#8+$(*$'#('4/.,O/+,(.$(.$1:$%'(*#)),(./3$)+/+&)9$@$G$I$J$K$L$M$N$
P9$H$/1$8(.8#'.#0$/6(&+$8(.*3,8+$6#+2##.$1:$,.+#'#)+)$/.0$1:$'#)%(.),6,3,+,#)9$$
@$G$I$J$K$L$M$N$
Q9$H$/1$8(.8#'.#0$/6(&+$'#7,),.4$1:$&)#$(*$+"#$(.#E+(E(.#$,.,+,/+,7#9$@$G$I$J$K$L$M$N$
G@9$H$2(&30$3,5#$+($0#7#3(%$2('5,.4$'#3/+,(.)",%)$2,+"$6(+"$(&'$*/8&3+:$/.0$(&+),0#$*/8&3+:$
&),.4$+"#$(.#E+(E(.#$,.,+,/+,7#9$@$G$I$J$K$L$M$N$
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GG9$H$/1$8(.8#'.#0$/6(&+$"(2$+"#$(.#E+(E(.#$,.,+,/+,7#$/**#8+)$)+&0#.+)9$@$G$I$J$K$L$M$N$
GI9$H$/1$.(+$8(.8#'.#0$/6(&+$+"#$(.#E+(E(.#$,.,+,/+,7#$/+$+",)$+,1#9$@$G$I$J$K$L$M$N$
GJ9$H$2(&30$3,5#$+($5.(2$2"($2,33$1/5#$+"#$0#8,),(.)$,.$+"#$.#2$):)+#19$@$G$I$J$K$L$M$N$
GK9$H$2(&30$3,5#$+($0,)8&))$+"#$%()),6,3,+:$(*$&),.4$+"#$(.#E+(E(.#$,.,+,/+,7#9$@$G$I$J$K$L$M$N$
GL9$H$2(&30$3,5#$+($5.(2$2"/+$'#)(&'8#)$/'#$/7/,3/63#$,*$2#$0#8,0#$+($/0(%+$+"#$(.#E+(E(.#$
,.,+,/+,7#9$$@$G$I$J$K$L$M$N$
GM9$H$/1$8(.8#'.#0$/6(&+$1:$,./6,3,+:$+($1/./4#$/33$+"/+$+"#$(.#E+(E(.#$,.,+,/+,7#$'#-&,'#)9$$
@$G$I$J$K$L$M$N$
GN9$H$2(&30$3,5#$+($5.(2$"(2$1:$+#/8",.4$('$/01,.,)+'/+,(.$,)$)&%%()#0$+($8"/.4#9$$
@$G$I$J$K$L$M$N$
$
GP9$H$2(&30$3,5#$+($*/1,3,/',O#$(+"#'$0#%/'+1#.+)$('$%#')(.)$2,+"$+"#$%'(4'#))$(*$+",)$.#2$
/%%'(/8"9$@$G$I$J$K$L$M$N$
GQ9$H$/1$8(.8#'.#0$/6(&+$#7/3&/+,.4$1:$,1%/8+$(.$)+&0#.+)9$@$G$I$J$K$L$M$N$
I@9$H$2(&30$3,5#$+($'#7,)#$+"#$(.#E+(E(.#$,.,+,/+,7#;)$/%%'(/8"9$@$G$I$J$K$L$M$N$
IG9$H$/1$%'#(88&%,#0$2,+"$+",.4)$(+"#'$+"/.$+"#$(.#E+(E(.#$,.,+,/+,7#9$@$G$I$J$K$L$M$N$
II9$H$2(&30$3,5#$+($1(0,*:$(&'$&)#$(*$+"#$(.#E+(E(.#$,.,+,/+,7#$6/)#0$(.$+"#$#<%#',#.8#)$(*$
(&'$)+&0#.+)9$@$G$I$J$K$L$M$N$
IJ9$H$)%#.0$3,++3#$+,1#$+",.5,.4$/6(&+$+"#$(.#E+(E(.#$,.,+,/+,7#9$@$G$I$J$K$L$M$N$
IK9$H$2(&30$3,5#$+($#<8,+#$1:$)+&0#.+)$/6(&+$+"#,'$%/'+$,.$+",)$/%%'(/8"9$@$G$I$J$K$L$M$N$
IL9$H$/1$8(.8#'.#0$/6(&+$+,1#$)%#.+$2('5,.4$2,+"$.(./8/0#1,8$%'(63#1)$'#3/+#0$+($+"#$
(.#E+(E(.#$,.,+,/+,7#9$@$G$I$J$K$L$M$N$
IM9$H$2(&30$3,5#$+($5.(2$2"/+$+"#$&)#$(*$+"#$(.#E+(E(.#$,.,+,/+,7#$2,33$'#-&,'#$,.$+"#$
,11#0,/+#$*&+&'#9$@$G$I$J$K$L$M$N$
IN9$H$2(&30$3,5#$+($8(('0,./+#$1:$#**('+)$2,+"$(+"#')$+($1/<,1,O#$+"#$(.#E+(E(.#$,.,+,/+,7#;)$
#**#8+)9$$
@$G$I$J$K$L$M$N$
IP9$H$2(&30$3,5#$+($"/7#$1('#$,.*('1/+,(.$(.$+,1#$/.0$#.#'4:$8(11,+1#.+)$'#-&,'#0$6:$+"#$
(.#E+(E(.#$,.,+,/+,7#9$@$G$I$J$K$L$M$N$
IQ9$H$2(&30$3,5#$+($5.(2$2"/+$(+"#'$*/8&3+:$/'#$0(,.4$,.$+",)$/'#/9$@$G$I$J$K$L$M$N$
J@9$R&''#.+3:=$(+"#'$%',(',+,#)$%'#7#.+$1#$*'(1$*(8&),.4$1:$/++#.+,(.$(.$+"#$(.#E+(E(.#$
,.,+,/+,7#9$$@$G$I$J$K$L$M$N$
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$
JG9$H$2(&30$3,5#$+($0#+#'1,.#$"(2$+($)&%%3#1#.+=$#."/.8#=$('$'#%3/8#$+"#$(.#E+(E(.#$
,.,+,/+,7#9$$@$G$I$J$K$L$M$N$
$
JI9$H$2(&30$3,5#$+($&)#$*##06/85$*'(1$)+&0#.+)$+($8"/.4#$+"#$%'(4'/19$@$G$I$J$K$L$M$N$
JJ9$H$2(&30$3,5#$+($5.(2$"(2$1:$'(3#$2,33$8"/.4#$2"#.$H$/1$&),.4$+"#$(.#E+(E(.#$,.,+,/+,7#9$$
@$G$I$J$K$L$M$N$
JK9$R(('0,./+,(.$(*$+/)5)$/.0$%#(%3#$,)$+/5,.4$+(($1&8"$(*$1:$+,1#9$@$G$I$J$K$L$M$N$
JL9$H$2(&30$3,5#$+($5.(2$"(2$+"#$(.#E+(E(.#$,.,+,/+,7#$,)$6#++#'$+"/.$2"/+$2#$"/7#$.(29$$
@$G$I$J$K$L$M$N$
C3#/)#$8(1%3#+#$+"#$*(33(2,.4S$
G9$T(2$3(.4$"/7#$:(&$6##.$,.7(37#0$2,+"$+"#$(.#E+(E(.#$,.,+,/+,7#=$.(+$8(&.+,.4$+",)$:#/'U$
8*3*/%999%:%$*"/%999%;%$*"/,%999%<%$*"/,%999%=%$*"/,%999%>%&/%!&/*%9999%
I9$H.$:(&'$&)#$(*$+"#$(.#E+(E(.#$,.,+,/+,7#=$0($:(&$8(.),0#'$:(&')#3*$+($6#$/S$
#&#7.,*/%999%#&3+4*%999%+#(*/!*?+"(*%999%&2?%)"#?%999%0",(%.,*/%9999%
J9$T/7#$:(&$'#8#,7#0$*('1/3$+'/,.,.4$'#4/'0,.4$+"#$(.#E+(E(.#$,.,+,/+,7#$V2('5)"(%)=$
8(&')#)WU$
@*,%9999%8&%9999%
K9$X'#$:(&$8&''#.+3:$,.$+"#$*,')+$('$)#8(.0$:#/'$(*$&)#$(*$)(1#$1/Y('$,..(7/+,(.$('$
%'(4'/1$(+"#'$+"/.$+",)$(.#U$
@*,%9999%8&%9999%
H*$:#)=$%3#/)#$0#)8',6#$6',#*3:S$
!"/.5$:(&$*('$:(&'$"#3%Z$
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Stages of Concern

Corresponding SoCQ Statements

0 Unconcerned
1 Informational
2 Personal
3 Management
4 Consequence
5 Collaboration
6 Refocusing

3, 12, 21, 23, 30
6, 14, 15, 26, 35
7, 13, 17, 28, 33
4, 8, 16, 25, 34
1, 11, 19, 24, 32
5, 10, 18, 27, 29
2, 9, 20, 22, 31
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Appendix B
Levels of Use: The Basic Interview Protocol

012345/67!
892!:/1!1356;!4<2!566/=>45/6?!
@A!BCD!
E<>4!F/!:/1!322!>3!4<2!34926;4<3!>6F!G2>H623323!/I!4<2!566/=>45/6!56!:/19!3541>45/6?!J>=2!:/1!
K>F2!>6:!>442KL4!4/!F/!>6:4<56;!>M/14!4<2!G2>H623323?!
892!:/1!N199264O:!O//H56;!I/9!>6:!56I/9K>45/6!>M/14!4<2!566/=>45/6?!E<>4!H56F?!A/9!G<>4!
L19L/32?!
!
-/!:/1!2=29!4>OH!G54<!/4<293!>M/14!4<2!566/=>45/6?!E<>4!F/!:/1!42OO!4<2K?!
!
E<>4!F/!:/1!322!>3!M256;!4<2!2II2N43!/I!4<2!566/=>45/6?!@6!G<>4!G>:!<>=2!:/1!F2429K562F!4<53?!
892!:/1!F/56;!>6:!2=>O1>456;P!254<29!I/9K>OO:!/9!56I/9K>OO:P!/I!/19!132!/I!4<2!566/=>45/6?!J>=2!
:/1!92N25=2F!>6:!I22FM>NH!I9/K!341F2643?!E<>4!<>=2!:/1!F/62!G54<!4<2!56I/9K>45/6!:/1!;24?!
!
J>=2!:/1!K>F2!>6:!N<>6;23!92N264O:!56!</G!:/1!132!4<2!566/=>45/6?!E<>4?!E<:?!J/G!
92N264O:?!892!:/1!N/635F2956;!K>H56;!>6:!N<>6;23?!
!
83!:/1!O//H!><2>F!4/!O>429!4<53!:2>9P!G<>4!LO>63!F/!:/1!<>=2!56!92O>45/6!4/!:/19!132!/I!4<2!
566/=>45/6?!
!
892!:/1!G/9H56;!G54<!/4<293!Q/1435F2!/I!>6:/62!:/1!K>:!<>=2!G/9H2F!G54<!I9/K!4<2!M2;56656;R!
56!:/19!132!/I!4<2!566/=>45/6?!J>=2!:/1!K>F2!>6:!N<>6;23!56!:/19!132!/I!4<2!566/=>45/6!M>32F!
/6!4<53!N//9F56>45/6?!Q@I!>!L/3545=2!923L/632!53!;5=26P!S/T!U!L9/M23!QM2O/GR!>92!132FVR!
!
892!:/1!N/635F2956;!K>H56;!/9!LO>6656;!4/!K>H2!K>W/9!K/F5I5N>45/63!/9!4/!92LO>N2!4<2!
566/=>45/6!>4!4<53!45K2?!
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S/T!U!,9/M23!
J/G!F/!:/1!G/9H!4/;24<29?!!J/G!I92X1264O:?!
!
E<>4!>92!4<2!34926;4<3!>6F!4<2!G2>H623323!/I!4<53!N/OO>M/9>45/6!I/9!:/1?!
!
892!:/1!O//H56;!I/9!>6:!L>945N1O>9!H56F!/I!56I/9K>45/6!56!92O>45/6!4/!4<53!N/OO>M/9>45/6?!
!
E<26!:/1!4>OH!4/!/4<293!>M/14!:/19!N/OO>M/9>45/6P!G<>4!F/!:/1!3<>92!G54<!4<2K?!
!
J>=2!:/1!F/62!>6:!I/9K>O!/9!56I/9K>O!2=>O1>45/6!/I!</G!:/19!N/OO>M/9>45/6!53!G/9H56;?!
!
E<>4!LO>63!F/!:/1!<>=2!I/9!4<53!N/OO>M/9>45=2!2II/94!56!4<2!I14192?!
!
Y>6!:/1!31KK>95Z2!I/9!K2!G<292!:/1!322!:/1932OI!95;<4!6/G!56!92O>45/6!4/!4<2!132!/I!4<2!
566/=>45/6?!Q[L45/6>O!012345/6R!
!
@A!.[!
J>=2!:/1!K>F2!>!F2N535/6!4/!132!4<2!566/=>45/6!56!4<2!I14192?!@I!3/P!G<26?!
!
Y>6!:/1!F23N95M2!4<2!566/=>45/6!I/9!K2!>3!:/1!322!54?!
!
892!:/1!N199264O:!O//H56;!I/9!>6:!56I/9K>45/6!>M/14!4<2!566/=>45/6?!E<>4!H56F3?!A/9!G<>4!
L19L/323?!
!
E<>4!>92!4<2!34926;4<3!>6F!G2>H623323!/I!4<2!566/=>45/6!I/9!:/19!3541>45/6?!
!
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84!4<53!L/564!56!45K2P!G<>4!H56F3!/I!X12345/63!>92!:/1!>3H56;!>M/14!4<2!566/=>45/6?!\5=2!
2]>KLO23!5I!L/335MO2V!
!
-/!:/1!2=29!4>OH!G54<!/4<293!>6F!3<>92!56I/9K>45/6!>M/14!4<2!566/=>45/6?!E<>4!F/!:/1!3<>92?!
!
E<>4!>92!:/1!LO>6656;!G54<!923L2N4!4/!4<2!566/=>45/6?!Y>6!:/1!42OO!K2!>M/14!>6:!L92L>9>45/6!/9!
LO>63!:/1!<>=2!M226!K>H56;!I/9!4<2!132!/I!4<2!566/=>45/6?!
!
Y>6!:/1!31KK>95Z2!I/9!K2!G<292!:/1!322!:/1932OI!95;<4!6/G!56!92O>45/6!4/!4<2!132!/I!4<2!
566/=>45/6?!Q[L45/6>O!012345/6R!
!
,>34^T329!012345/63!
E<>4!F5F!:/1!34/L!1356;!4<2!566/=>45/6?!
!
Y>6!:/1!F23N95M2!I/9!K2!</G!:/1!/9;>65Z2F!:/19!132!/I!4<2!566/=>45/6P!G<>4!L9/MO2K3!:/1!
I/16FP!>6F!G<>4!543!2II2N43!>LL2>92F!4/!M2!/6!341F2643?!
!
E<26!:/1!>33233!4<2!566/=>45/6!>4!4<53!L/564!56!45K2P!G<>4!>92!543!34926;4<3!>6F!G2>H623323!I/9!
:/1?!
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Appendix C
Informed Consent Form
'
5),&"4+,*-'01'6"789,+'()+*,*:*,0)$#'!"&,";'<0$4='
()1047"='20)+")*'>03:7")*'104'!"+"$439'

'
?4,)3,8$#'()&"+*,/$*04@''Y>9K26!E2>=29!
.*:=-'A,*#"@''Professional Development and Teachers’ Perceptions of Technology Integration'
()+*,*:*,0)@'T65=29354:!/I!_2KL<53!QT!/I!_R'
!
.>K2!/I!L>945N5L>647!```````````````````````````````````````````!8;27!```````````!

The following information is provided to inform you about the research project and your
participation in it. Please read this form carefully and feel free to ask any questions you
may have about this study and the information given below. You will be given an
opportunity to ask questions, and your questions will be answered. Also, you will be
given a copy of this consent form.
Your participation in this research study is voluntary. You are also free to withdraw from
this study at any time. In the event new information becomes available that may affect
the risks or benefits associated with this research study or your willingness to participate
in it, you will be notified so that you can make an informed decision whether or not to
continue your participation in this study.
For additional information about giving consent or your rights as a participant in this
study, please feel free to contact the IRB at 901-678-2533 or email irb@memphis.edu.
BC ?:480+"'01'*9"'+*:=-@''
B/1!>92!M256;!>3H2F!4/!L>945N5L>42!56!>!9232>9N<!341F:!M2N>132!:/1!>92!2KLO/:2F!M:!>!
3N<//O!4<>4!53!K/=56;!4/!>!42>N<56;!>6F!O2>9656;!26=59/6K264!56!G<5N<!2=29:!42>N<29!
>6F!341F264!G5OO!<>=2!>!L293/6>O!N/KL1456;!F2=5N2V!a<53!341F:!322H3!4/!5F2645I:!
F5II2926N23!56!N/6N2963!>6F!N/KI/94!O2=2O3!/I!42>N<293!G</!<>=2!L>945N5L>42F!56!4>9;242F!
L9/I2335/6>O!F2=2O/LK264!>N45=54523!>6F!4</32!G</!<>=2!6/4V'
DC >"+34,8*,0)'01'8403"=:4"+'*0'E"'10##0;"='$)='$8840F,7$*"'=:4$*,0)'01'*9"'+*:=-@'
->4>!N/OO2N45/6!I/9!4<53!X1>O54>45=2!341F:!G5OO!M2!F/62!1356;!4<922!L9/N2F19237!319=2:3P!
56429=52G3!QM/4<!56F5=5F1>O!>6F!I/N13!;9/1LRP!>6F!/M329=>45/63V!a<2!O26;4<!/I!4<53!341F:!
53!/62!K/64<V!
GC HF8"3*"='30+*+@'
a<292!>92!6/!N/343!>33/N5>42F!G54<!4<53!341F:V!
'
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IC >"+34,8*,0)'01'*9"'=,+307104*+J',)30)&"),")3"+J'$)=K04'4,+L+'*9$*'3$)'E"'4"$+0)$E#-'
"F8"3*"='$+'$'4"+:#*'01'8$4*,3,8$*,0)',)'*9,+'+*:=-@'
a<292!>92!6/!5F2645I5>MO2!953H3!>33/N5>42F!G54<!L>945N5L>45/6!56!4<53!341F:V!!
MC 2078")+$*,0)',)'3$+"'01'+*:=-N4"#$*"=',)O:4-@'
T!/I!_!F/23!6/4!<>=2!>!I16F!324!>35F2!I/9!N/KL263>45/6!56!4<2!N>32!/I!341F:!92O>42F!!!!!!
56W19:V!
PC Q)*,3,8$*"='E")"1,*+'1407'*9,+'+*:=-@!'
>R a<2! L/42645>O! M262I543! 4/! 3N526N2! >6F! <1K>6H56F! 4<>4! K>:! 9231O4! I9/K! 4<53! 341F:! >92!
>FF545/63!4/!4<2!M/F:!/I!9232>9N<!/6!4<2!9/O2!/I!4<2!42>N<29!>6F!4<2!9/O2!/I!L9/I2335/6>O!
F2=2O/LK264!56!42N<6/O/;:!5642;9>45/6!56!b^)'!3N<//O3V!
MR a<2!L/42645>O!M262I543!4/!:/1!I9/K!4<53!341F:!>92!56F592N4V!@4!53!L/335MO2!4<>4!4<2!9231O43!/I!!
4<53!341F:!G5OO!M2!132F!4/!5KL9/=2!4<2!42N<6/O/;:!5642;9>45/6!92O>42F!L9/I2335/6>O!
F2=2O/LK264!>4!:/19!LO>N2!/I!2KLO/:K264V!
RC Q#*"4)$*,&"'*4"$*7")*+'$&$,#$E#"@'
a<292!>92!6/!>O4296>45=2!492>4K2643!>=>5O>MO2!56!4<53!341F:V!
SC 2078")+$*,0)'104'8$4*,3,8$*,0)@'
a<292!53!6/!N/KL263>45/6!I/9!L>945N5L>45/6!56!4<53!341F:V!
TC 2,43:7+*$)3"+':)="4';9,39'*9"'?4,)3,8$#'()&"+*,/$*04'7$-';,*9=4$;'-0:'1407'+*:=-'
8$4*,3,8$*,0)@'
@I!:/1!>92!6/!O/6;29!2KLO/:2F!>4!4<2!3542!/I!9232>9N<!/9!6/!O/6;29!>335;62F!4/!G/9H!G54<!
4<2!I923<K>6!341F2643P!:/1!G5OO!M2!G54<F9>G6!I9/K!4<2!341F:V!
BUC V9$*'9$88")+',1'-0:'3900+"'*0';,*9=4$;'1407'+*:=-'8$4*,3,8$*,0)@'
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Appendix D
Email Script
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Appendix E

6

Refocusing

The individual focuses on exploring ways to reap more
universal benefits from the innovation, including the
possibility of making major changes to it or replacing it with
a more powerful alternative.

5

Collaboration

The individual focuses on coordinating and cooperating with
others regarding use of the innovation.

4

Consequence

The individual focuses on the innovation’s impact on
students in his or her immediate sphere of influence.
Considerations include relevance of the innovation for
students; the evaluation of student outcomes, including
performance and competencies; and the changes needed to
improve student outcomes.

3

Management

The individual focuses on the processes and tasks of using
the innovation and the best use of information and resources.
Issues related to efficiency, organizing, managing, and
scheduling dominate.

2

Personal

The individual is uncertain about the demands of the
innovation, his or her adequacy to meet those demands, and
/or his or her own role with the innovation. The individual is
analyzing his or her relationship to the reward structure of
the organization, determining his or her part in decision
making, and considering potential conflicts with existing
structures or personal commitment. Concerns also might
involve the financial or status implications of the program
for the individual and his or her colleagues.

1

Informational

The individual indicates a general awareness of the
innovation and interest in learning more details about it. The
individual does not seem to be worried about himself or
herself in relation to the innovation. Any interest is in
impersonal, substantive aspects of the innovation, such as its
general characteristics, effects, and requirements for use.

0

Unconcerned

The individual indicates little concern about or involvement
with the innovation.

Self

Task

Impact

The Stages of Concern About an Innovation
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Appendix F
The Levels of Use

0
I
II
III

IVA
IVB
V
VI

Nonuse: State in which the user has little or no knowledge of the innovation,
has no involvement with the innovation, and is doing nothing toward becoming
involved.
Orientation: State in which the user has acquired or is acquiring information
about the innovation and/or has explored or is exploring its value orientation
and its demand upon the user and the user system.
Preparation: State in which the user is preparing for first use of the innovation
Mechanical Use: State in which the user focuses most effort on the short-term,
day-to-day use of the innovation with little time for reflection. Changes in use
are made more to meet user needs than client needs. The user is primarily
engaged in a stepwise attempt to master the tasks required to use the innovation,
often resulting in disjointed and superficial use.
Routine: Use of the innovation is stabilized. Few if any changes are being made
in ongoing use. Little preparation or thought is being given to improving
innovation use or its consequences.
Refinement: State in which the user varies the use of the innovation to increase
the impact on clients within immediate sphere of influence. Variations are based
on knowledge of both short- and long-term consequences for clients.
Integration: State in which the user is combining own efforts to use the
innovation with the related activities of colleagues to achieve a collective effect
on clients within their common sphere of influence.
Renewal: State in which the user reevaluates the quality of use of the
innovation, seeks major modifications or alternatives to the present innovation
to achieve increased impact on clients, examines new developments in the field,
and explores new goals for self and the system.

!
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Appendix G
The SoCQ Web Format
Located: http://www.sedl.org/concerns
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Appendix H
Letter of Support From Research Site
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Appendix I
SEDL License Agreement
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Appendix J
ISTE NETS*T Permission
!
e27!,29K5335/6!4/!X1/42!.CaDhaP!Y>9K26!E2>=29P!165=P!a.!!
a56>!E2OO3!i4G2OO3c5342V/9;j!!
Sent: Friday, January 27, 2012 6:26 PM
To: Carmen Weaver (cclndsey)
Dear Carmen Weaver,
Thank you for your request for permission to use ISTE's National Educational Technology
Standards for Teachers.
As long as your usage is noncommercial, not for profit, and for educational purposes only, you
have our permission to use the NETS.T for your dissertation. The rights granted herein are nonexclusive, non-transferable, print rights only.
If the NETS are altered, then 1) you must not call your adaptation NETS and 2) you must indicate
where the complete (unaltered) NETS can be found.
Please use the following credit lines in all uses of the material:
NETS for Teachers:!
National Educational Technology Standards for Teachers, Second Edition ©2008, ISTE®
(International Society for Technology in Education), www.iste.org. All rights reserved.
For Web viewing you are free to link to the NETS. We prefer that you link to this material rather than
posting:!
NETS.T:
http://www.iste.org/Content/NavigationMenu/NETS/ForTeachers/2008Standards/NETS_for_Teac
hers_2008.htm
Please let us know if we can be of additional assistance. We wish you every success with your project.
Best regards,
Tina Wells
Book Production Editor
Rights & Permissions
International Society for
Technology in Education
541.434.8925
twells@iste.org
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